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This thesis analyzes the relationship between public space and government legitimacy 
through the emergence and transformation of Hong Kong Statue Square. It explains the 
colonial government’s construction of Statue Square in 1896 as a symbolic place to 
establish her legitimacy and present her imperial power. The construction of Statue 
Square also shows the mutually beneficial relationship between the colonial government 
and the foreign merchants in Hong Kong, especially Sir Catchick Paul Chater, who put 
great effort into the Praya Reclamation Scheme that made the establishment of Statue 
Square possible. By demonstrating their loyalty to the Crown through the construction of 
Statue Square and the erection of royal statues, they acquired economic profits and 
political power in return. 
The thesis will also examine the changes in the spatial configuration and functions of 
Statue Square. Statue Square served as a significant ritual space in colonial Hong Kong.  
A variety of royal celebration rituals and the commemoration of Remembrance Day 
were carried out by the colonial government in the square and in front of the Cenotaph 
erected in 1923. Commoners were rarely invited to participate in these rituals. During 
Japanese Occupation period, Statue Square was almost devastated by Japanese troops. 
The Hong Kong government decided not to restore Statue Square in late 1946. It was 
converted into a car park in the 1950s and to an open public garden in 1964. Statue 
Square was no longer a symbol of royal legitimacy; it was changed from a royal ritual 
space into a public space.  Many unofficial events were held in the square for public 
entertainment since the 1960s.  Statue Square therefore is an important site for 
understanding the processes of colonization and decolonization of an urban landscape. It 
provides an important lens through which we can explore the changing nature of the 
administration of Hong Kong during the colonial period. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Britain ruled over Hong Kong for 156 years, starting from the occupation of 
Hong Kong Island in 1841. The Central District was one of the first urban 
settlements built by the colonial government. It has been regarded as the political hub 
of Hong Kong, as all government departments have their head offices in this district. 
At the very center of this political hub lies Statue Square, which holds strong 
symbolic meanings. There is a map of Hong Kong Central District showing the 
location of Statue Square and the surrounding buildings (See Appendix 1). 
 
Statue Square, formerly known as Royal Square1, is a legacy of Hong Kong’s 
colonial past. Its emergence in 1896 created a colonial landscape in the Central 
District representing the authority of the British Empire. It served as a visual link 
between Hong Kong and the British Empire and became a focal point inside which 
different royal celebrations and rituals took place. Before the 1940s, the statues of 
royal family members in Statue Square served the function of displaying and 
legitimizing the authority of the British Empire. However, the space colonized by the 
erection of statues was not static. As time went by, the space was given different 
meanings according to the changes in the political context. At the beginning, as a 
symbol that represented British colonialism, Statue Square was used as a ritual space 
for the colonial government to perform different ritual functions. In 1923, a cenotaph 
was erected to commemorate the fallen soldiers in the First World War. Different 
commemoration rituals took place in front of the cenotaph. The erection of the 
                                                 
     1 Ding Xinbao丁新豹, Xianggang li shi san bu 香港歷史散步 (Have a walk in the History of 
Hong Kong) (Hong Kong: Commercial Press (H.K.) Ltd., 2008), 25. 
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Cenotaph gave Statue Square an additional meaning as a commemorative ritual space 
to mourn commoners. In the 1950s, the square was turned into a car park, and in the 
1960s, it became a public garden for recreational purposes. This thesis seeks to 
illuminate the power of Statue Square as a site of symbolic meanings. It will also 
demonstrate the transformation of this colonial landscape through different periods of 
time.  
 
Numerous studies have shown the relationship between space and politics. For 
example, historian Hung Chang-tai’s study analyzes the intention of the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP) to build the Tiananmen Square in Beijing, the national 
capital, for the purpose of establishing a new symbolic center.2 It shows that the 
government wanted to establish its political legitimacy through the rearrangement of 
space. Hung also examines the relationship between space and identity. He raises the 
question as to whether the Tiananmen Square is just a space for the CCP (a top-down 
approach) or a space for the public (a bottom-up approach). This was because 
common people did not have the opportunity to participate in the whole 
decision-making process of its construction.  
 
    There are two studies focusing on Hong Kong Statue Square. The thesis by 
Polly Hui Fung-yi states that Statue Square and its environs were the design of a 
quintessential British colonial public space. With its prime location at the heart of 
Central District, it was the power center of the colonists. However, Hui comments 
that “Public space is a misnomer for Statue Square”.3 It is because in colonial Hong 
                                                 
     2 Chang-tai Hung, Mao’s New World: Political Culture in the Early People’s Republic (Ithaca,    
N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2011), 207-259. 
 
     3 Polly Fung-yi Hui. “Collective Interpretation: The Public Perception of Statue Square as an 
Intangible Heritage” (MPhil. thesis, University of Hong Kong, 2007), 52. 
3 
 
Kong, the square was only used by those in power as a tool to get their political 
message across. Hui realizes in the course of her research that few people in Hong 
Kong were aware of the value of the square. This is because there has not been any 
attempt to consider this “supposedly public space”4 from the perspective of the 
ordinary citizens, who were the main beneficiaries of the square. Hui’s thesis uses 
“collective interpretation” to study different people’s interpretations of Statue Square 
in Hong Kong until today, and to understand the square as a public space through 
identifying the common goals of, and negotiation between, different interest group.  
 
    Alain Le Pichon’s article traces the forces that combined to create Statue Square 
as a symbol of Victorian achievement. Le Pichon studies the roles played by various 
sectors of the colonial community and the way they worked together to realize this 
grand imperial project. These forces included the Hong Kong government, private 
enterprise especially Paul Chater, the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank as well as the 
Hong Kong Club and the Supreme Court. Le Pichon asserted that the main 
development that shaped these forces coincided with the colony’s preparation for the 
Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria in the 1890s.  
 
    Statue Square was built to mark the presence of British colonial power in Hong 
Kong. But this was not an idea unique to Hong Kong. Monuments and statues were 
also used in other British colonies to represent colonial power. Some scholars have 
done research on the symbolism of imperial and colonial power in other British 
colonies. Victoria Ruth Smith’s dissertation studies how Queen Victoria was 
imagined and remembered in England, India, and Canada during the diamond jubilee 
                                                 
     4 Ibid., 3. 
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celebration of her reign in 1897 and after her death in 1901. She quoted the words of 
Michael Walzer to explain that “the state is invisible; it must be personified before it 
can be seen, symbolized before it can loved, imagined before it can be conceived.”5 
Smith’s thesis seeks to elucidate how the image of Queen Victoria was symbolized as 
an expression of national identity. The colonial subjects used the Queen symbolically 
when they dealt with issues of nation and imperial power. Her thesis also examines 
how different groups participated in the construction and dissemination of Queen 
Victoria’s image and memory. By examining the image of the Queen at three 
different colonial settings, Smith shows the way the representation of the Queen was 
shaped in exchanges between local and national concerns, commercial and official 
activities, imperial and colonial interests.  
 
This thesis uses Statue Square as a case study to examine the role of the colonial 
government in turning the square into a symbolic space to establish its legitimacy 
and present its imperial power. It explores the origin of the construction projects to 
erect the square and interprets the significance of the transformation of this colonial 
landscape since the 1890s. It also studies the roles played by the business sector of 
the colonial community in the establishment of this colonial landscape. The 
unveiling of the square contributed to the creation of a landscape of colonial power 
in the political hub of Hong Kong. After the Second World War, however, the 
landscape was reconfigured when all royal statues disappeared and the site was 
rebuilt first as a car park and then as a recreational space. Statue Square is an 
important site for understanding the processes of colonization and decolonization of 
an urban landscape. It provides an important lens through which we can explore the 
                                                 
5 Michael Walzer, “On the role of symbolism in political thought” in Political Science 
Quarterly 82 no. 2 (Jun 1967), 194. 
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changing nature of the administration of Hong Kong as a British colony.  
Comparing with other studies related to Statue Square and the spatial 
representation of the imperial power, this thesis attempt to take a step further from 
the existing arguments. Echoing Hui’s argument that Statue Square was a public 
space manipulated in the hand of the people in power as a tool to achieve their 
purposes and interests, this thesis will focus on studying the purpose of the 
government and, more importantly, the roles merchants played in erecting the statues 
of Queen Victoria as well as the square. The reciprocal relationship between the 
government and the merchants was manifested in the building processes.  
 
Tracing the forces which combined to create Statue Square is one of the aims of 
this thesis. However, taking a different view from Alain Le Pichon’s article, this 
thesis seeks to examine these forces in the political context of 1890s in order to 
understand the socio-political environment of Hong Kong in that period of time. It 
provides the readers with a clearer picture as to why the government or merchants 
held the decision to carry out such an imperial project in 1896. Since 1841, the 
colonial government had started to seek opportunities to cooperate with the 
merchants in Hong Kong. Subscriptions from private enterprises were an important 
economic source for the government to develop “the barren rock” into an 
international financial city. On the other hand, merchants were enthusiastic in 
showing their loyalty to the government in order to secure their own self-interests. 
This background provided the foundation for the government and the merchants to 
cooperate in the making of a colonial space in Hong Kong. 
 
In addition to the analysis of the symbolic meaning of Queen Victoria’s statue, 
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this thesis studies the emergence process and the transformation of this imperial 
symbol from 1896 to the 1970s. It provides the reader a comprehensive picture to 
understand this colonial landscape. Also, the symbolic meaning attached to the statue 
did not remain static. Rather, it has evolved over time and been understood 
differently as Hong Kong went through different political eras. Although the statue of 
Queen Victoria represented the supreme imperial power of the Britain, it became a 
target of destruction and removal during the Japanese Occupation. Statue Square was 
given different meanings and functions in successive periods of transition. It 
manifested the changing attitude of the government towards the colony and the 
colonized people. 
 
Moreover, the world entered into a period of decolonization after the Second 
World War. Although the status of Hong Kong as a British colony remained 
unchanged in the post-war period, Statue Square underwent the process of 
decolonization in the 1940s and 1950s. The statue of Queen Victoria was removed by 
the Japanese Army from the square during the occupation, and finally relocated to 
Victoria Park instead of being put back to Statue Square. Thus Statue Square existed 
in name only after the Second World War. This thesis will study the transformation of 
the square and explain the relationship between space and politics in colonial Hong 
Kong.  
 
Before looking into the emergence of Statue Square, some terms should be 
clearly defined. Firstly, in political science, “legitimacy” is usually understood as the 
popular acceptance and recognition by the public of the authority of a governing 
regime. It means the rights of the government to rule. Political legitimacy is 
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considered a basic condition for governing, without which a government will suffer 
legislative deadlock and collapse. With legitimacy, the government will be respected 
and supported.6 Secondly, “symbol” is an important term for studying Statue Square. 
“Symbols are what unite and divide people. Symbols give us our identity, our 
self-image, our way of explaining ourselves to others. Symbols in turn determine the 
kinds of stories we tell; and the stories we tell determine the kind of history we make 
and remake.”7 Symbols are always utilized in politics, as they can be a potent means 
of gaining and keeping power. “Through symbolism we recognize who are the 
powerful and who are the weak, and through the manipulation of symbols the 
powerful reinforce their authority.”8In this thesis, Statue Square served as a royal 
symbol that created a sense of unity among the people in Hong Kong, and a strong 
visual connection between the colony and the British Empire. On the other hand, the 
British and the Chinese were segregated along racial and class line. The British 
wanted to convey the message through the square that the Chinese were also the 
subjects of the British Empire. In addition, British colonial government had to be 
legitimized through the authority of the statues because, in Michael Walzer’s words, 
“the state is invisible; it must be personified before it can be seen, symbolized before 
it can be loved, imagined before it can be conceived.”9 Therefore, the statue of 
Queen Victoria served as a symbol of the nation and of the British Empire.  
 
As Hong Kong was a British colony, it was logical for the colonial government 
                                                 
     6 Herbert Feith, “Indonesia’s Political Symbols and their Wielders”, World Politics 16, no.1 
(October 1963), 96. [On-line journal], available from JSTOR. 
 
     7 Mary Robinson, Inauguration speech as President of Ireland, December 3, 1990. 
 
     8 David I. Kertzer, Ritual, Politics, and Power (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988), 5. 
 
     9 Michael Walzer, “On the role of symbolism in political thought” in Political Science 
Quarterly 82 no. 2 (Jun 1967), 194. 
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to refer to the examples in Britain when it decided to establish a royal landscape in 
the colony. Parliament Square in London is one of the urban landscapes with a layout 
similar to Statue Square. Situated at the northwest end of the Palace of Westminster 
in London, it was built in 1868. It features a large open area in the city center 
containing ten statues of statesmen and other notable individuals. The square is 
surrounded by various official buildings: legislature to the east (in the House of 
Parliament), executive offices to the north (on Whitehall), the judiciary to the west 
(the Supreme Court), and the Church to the South (Westminster Abbey). Similar to 
the layout of Parliament Square, Statue Square was also located at the center of 
Central District with an open space, facing the Victoria Harbour and Kowloon 
Peninsula. It was surrounded by buildings which represented different achievements 
of the British, including the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank, Queen’s Building, 
Prince’s Building, Hong Kong Club, City Hall, Hong Kong Cricket Club as well as 
the Supreme Court. The statue of Queen Victoria was located at the center of the 
square, i.e. the intersection of Wardley Street and Chater Road (See Appendix 1). 
 
The idea of building a square to display royal statues was conceived by Sir 
Catchick Paul Chater, a prominent British businessman of Armenian descent in 
colonial Hong Kong. It was first raised in April 1887, when a permanent souvenir 
was suggested by the Jubilee Committee to be erected to commemorate the Golden 
Jubilee of Queen Victoria. The Jubilee committee, which was formed to take charge 
of the celebration activities, was chaired by Sir Catchick Paul Chater.10 The proposal 
to erect a statue of Queen Victoria was raised in public meetings held in the same 
                                                 
     10 Ping-wa Leung, Heritage of the Central and Western District, Hong Kong (Hong Kong: 
Central and Western District Council, 2011), 296. 
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year. The project was finally agreed upon and undertaken by the committee.11 The 
statue, completed by the designer-cum-sculptor Signor M. Roggi in 1890, was 
exhibited at the Horse Guards in London in 1891 and was then forwarded to Hong 
Kong in the same year. However, because there was no appropriate place for the 
Hong Kong government to place the statue before the Praya Reclamation Scheme 
was completed, the statue was kept in a storehouse. The statue was finally erected in 
Statue Square and was unveiled in 1896 to celebrate the Queen’s 77th anniversary of 
her birth.  
 
The Praya Reclamation Scheme was an essential factor that contributed to the 
emergence of the Statue Square. With the rapid economic growth of Hong Kong, 
many foreign firms that originally traded in Guangzhou moved their headquarters to 
Hong Kong, thus causing a shortage of land in the Central District. Proposals to 
reclaim this area had been mooted for years, one of which was Governor Sir John 
Bowring’s abortive scheme. 12  Bowring initiated major reclamation projects in 
Central, but he was forced to abandon the proposal due to strong opposition from 
landlords who owned land on the Praya. Apart from difficulties with the marine lot 
holders, another main obstacle was that the government did not have the money to 
undertake such an ambitious scheme.13 In 1887 Sir Catchick Paul Chater proposed 
the reclamation in that area in the name of improving public health. He came up with 
a solution to settle the problem of insufficient money. He proposed that an area 
                                                 
     11 CO129/272/159, “Jubilee Statue of Queen” in Enclosure 3 of the Newspaper Cutting entitles 
“The Unveiling of Queen’s Statue”, 29th May, 1896. 
 
     12 Joseph S.P. Ting, Nai-kawan Wong, City of Victoria: a selection of the Museum's historical 
photographs (Hong Kong: Urban Council, 1994), 10. 
 
     13 Colin N Crisswell, The Taipans, Hong Kong's merchant princes (Hong Kong ; New York : 
Oxford University Press, 1981) p.189 
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amounting to 57 acres would be reclaimed by the marine lot holders at their own 
expense but under government control. The owners would obtain the new land 
adjoining their existing lots at two hundred dollars per quarter acre. His proposal was 
very advantageous to the lot holders since the cost was estimated at about two 
million dollar and the profit at nearly six million dollar, of which the government 
would only obtain a share of one million dollar. Governor Sir William Des Voeux 
argued that the premium to the government should be increased. Therefore, Chater 
went to London to argue his case at the Colonial Office, and his scheme was 
accepted with only slight modifications.14 The new Praya Reclamation Project was 
finally implemented in 1889, during the governorship of Sir William Des Voeux, and 
was completed in 1904.  
 
The construction of Statue Square was made possible by the Praya Reclamation 
Scheme, which extended the coastline from the Praya of 1851 to what is now 
Connaught Road Central. As has been explained above, this work was paid for by 
companies that fronted the old Praya, and would hold their harbour rights by 
obtaining the new land adjoining their existing lots upon the completion of the 
reclamation project. On account of the Scheme, the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank 
acquired the two lots which formed the western half of Statue Square. The Bank bore 
the cost of reclaiming the land from the sea and later paid the purchase price for the 
Crown lease of the land of 999 years. In 1889, under the arrangement by Sir Catchick 
Paul Chater and James Johnstone Keswick, who jointly founded Hong Kong Land, 
the Hong Kong government and the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank reached an 
agreement to reserve the reclaimed land to build a royal square. The square was 
                                                 
     14 Ibid. 
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finally built on the reclaimed land in 1896, and the statue of Queen Victoria was 
moved into the square in 1896 with a grand opening ceremony.  
 
There were other statues that were erected in the square later which accorded it 
the name Royal Square. The second statue erected in the square was the one of the 
Duke of Connaught (the son of Queen Victoria) to commemorate his participation in 
the foundation laying ceremony of the reclamation project in 1890. Another four 
statues were erected in the square later on. They were the ones of the family 
members of Queen Victoria, including King Edward VII and his wife Queen 
Alexandra, Prince and Princess of Wales as well as King George and his wife Queen 
Mary. In addition to royal members, there were two other statues that were erected in 
the square. They were the statue of Sir Thomas Jackson, the general manager of 
HSBC, and Sir Francis Henry May, the 15th governor of Hong Kong. The 
government had erected a cenotaph in 1923 to commemorate the dead in the First 
World War who served in the Royal Navy, British Army and Royal Air Force. Also, a 
memorial consisting of a female figure of “Fame” was erected by the Hong Kong 
and Shanghai Bank to commemorate its staff members who lost their lives in the 
First World War. There is a list showing the detail of the statues in the square (See 
Appendix 2) and a floor plan showing the location of these statues inside the square 
(See Appendix 3). 
 
From the above we can see that one of the purposes of the reclamation scheme 
was to prepare land for the building of a royal square. This shows the intention of the 
government to create of the square. From a map showing the government’s 
reclamation scheme land, we can clearly see that there was an area designated for the 
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Statue Square (See Appendix 4). In fact, there was a debate between the jubilee 
committee and the government over the location of Statue Square. The committee 
initially insisted that the statue should be erected in front of the City Hall where 
reclamation was taking place.15 Finally, the committee and the government agreed to 
build the square at the center of the Victoria City due to the strong symbolic 
significance of the location. We can see that the location of the square was carefully 
selected to make sure the place can achieve the government’s objective of creating a 
public space in order to establish her legitimacy. A government report in 1887 stated 
clearly the government’s intention regarding the location of the square: “It is 
proposed to erect a statue of the Queen on the Praya, or most conspicuous site that 
can be chosen...”16 Moreover, Sir Paul Chater, Chairman of the Jubilee Committee, 
also mentioned this intention in his speech given at the Statue Square opening 
ceremony in 1896, that “…..here in this commanding position, in the best part of the 
City, named after our Queen, we feel that our Statue could find, in all this Island, no 
more ennobling site.”17 Obviously, the government and the committee decided to 
choose the most visible site in Hong Kong to build the royal square. It shows that the 
colonial government wanted to raise public awareness of this square in order to 
demonstrate its legitimacy. 
 
In addition to the choice of location, the motivation of the government and the 
Jubilee committee to express the loyalty of the British subjects in Hong Kong was 
                                                 
     15 CO129/272/159, “Jubilee Statue of Queen” in Enclosure 3 of the Newspaper Cutting entitles 
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also clearly shown in government documents. For example, a government report in 
1887 states that “to enable this Colony worthily to celebrate and commemorate the 
50th anniversary of Her Majesty’s glorious and beneficent reign-so especially 
memorable for the marvelous progress and prosperity of our Colonial Empire (Hong 
Kong, a notable example)-and loyalty and attachment of the Colonists towards the 
throne.”18 In addition, Sir Paul Chater said in the opening ceremony of the Statue 
Square in 1896 that he “I would ask you to look at this concourse of Her Majesty’s 
subjects, gathered here to offer their loyal and respectful homage to the Throne.”19 
From these two sources, we can conclude that the erection of the statue aimed to 
celebrate the 50th anniversary reign of the Queen, and Statue Square was established 
to show the loyalty of and respect for the British subjects in Hong Kong to the Queen. 
From the words “Colonial Empire (Hong Kong, a notable example)”, we can see that 
Sir Paul Chater wanted to stress that Hong Kong was a loyal member of the British 
Empire in order to emphasize the close connection between Britain and Hong Kong 
as well as the political legitimacy of Britain as the sovereign owner of Hong Kong. 
 
This thesis covers the period from the 1890s to the 1970s. There are five 
chapters, including the introduction and conclusion. This first chapter traced the 
emergence of Statue Square. It aims to examine the most important political and 
economic factors – the Praya Reclamation Scheme which contributed to the 
establishment of Statue Square. The first part of chapter two starts by focusing on 
analyzing the layout of the square as well as the design of the statue of Queen 
                                                 
     18 Hong Kong Government, “Legislative Council, 9th September 1887”, The Hong Kong 
Government Gazette 1887 (24th September, 1887), 1044. 
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Victoria in order to see how they served as a symbolic site to legitimize the authority 
of the British Empire. The second part of the chapter will then study the role of 
foreign merchants in constructing the colonial landscape. Sir Paul Chater was a key 
figure in the emergence of Statue Square. This chapter will show the reciprocal 
relationship between the merchants and the government. The third chapter will 
examine how Statue Square was performed as a ritual space. Statue Square was a 
tangible symbol of British imperialism. The meanings of this symbol lie not only in 
the statue itself, but were also revealed in the unveiling ceremony and the rituals 
performed in the square. The unveiling ceremonies and the rituals held at the square 
and in front of the Cenotaph provided people with an important way to understand 
the meanings of these highly symbolic signifiers. The fourth chapter will 
demonstrate the transformation of Statue Square from 1945 to the 1970s. The square 
experienced disastrous destruction during the Japanese Occupation from 1942 to 
1945. The government decided not to restore the square to its pre-war state, and the 
site was rebuilt into an urban garden in 1964. The disappearance of Statue Square in 
the postwar period pointed to decolonization of the colonial landscape. The colonial 
space was changed into a recreational space for the enjoyment of the general public. 
This chapter will give the reader a clear picture of the transformation and also the 
political context in which the transformation took place.   
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CHAPTER TWO 
  
THE SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT OF STATUE SQUARE AND THE ROLE 
OF MERCHANTS IN CONSTRUCTING THE COLONIAL LANDSCAPE 
 
As a colonial landscape to project the political legitimacy of the British Empire, 
the spatial arrangement of Statue Square was designed to achieve this purpose. 
Located in the center of Victoria City, Statue Square was surrounded by significant 
commercial buildings, most of which were properties of European merchants who 
played important roles in the development of Hong Kong. Therefore, Statue Square 
was endowed with a meaning that it was a place representing the close relationship 
between the European merchants and the Hong Kong government. Also, the statue of 
Queen Victoria was designed and erected to serve as a colonial symbol and the 
symbol of British imperial power. This chapter will look into the layout and design 
of Statue Square as well as the statue of Queen Victoria in order to reveal its 
symbolic meaning.  
 
Design of the Statue of Queen Victoria 
Placed at the center of Statue Square, the statue of Queen Victoria fully 
displayed its prominent status. As a statue of the supreme power, it represented the 
British legitimacy in the colony. It also represented national and imperial ideals. The 
regal Queen Victoria’s statue conveyed a sense of imperial power and glory. It made 
the queen visually spectacular. In the colony of Hong Kong, most of the Chinese had 
never seen the Queen. The Queen’s statue could thus build up a concrete image of 
the Queen in their mind. The committee formed for its erection, which was consisted 
of European merchants and government officials, wanted to keep alive the memory 
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of the Victorian age with its sense of stability and progress through erecting the 
statue. The Hong Kong government expected that the statue of Queen Victoria could 
inspire the people and create loyalty.  
 
The statue of Queen Victoria was built by public subscription and was erected 
to commemorate the Golden Jubilee of Queen Victoria. In 1887, the residents of 
Hong Kong loyally commemorated the Queen’s fiftieth year of reign and it was 
thought that a statue of Queen Victoria should be erected in the colony. This 
suggestion was followed by practical action. A committee was formed and 
subscriptions for the statue were sent to England. The statue was completed by the 
designer-cum-sculptor Signor M. Roggi in 1890. The statue was exhibited at the 
Horse Guards in London in 1891 and then was forwarded to Hong Kong in the same 
year. It was finally moved into Statue Square in 1896 when part of the Praya 
Reclamation Scheme was completed. The details of the process will be explained in 
the next chapter. 
 
Being a symbol of British imperial power, the design of the statue was very 
important. Signor M. Roggi, the designer and sculptor of the statue, was famous for 
his works of royal statues. He had a worldwide reputation because he was the 
designer and sculptor of a number of famous statues, including the statue of Lord 
Beaconsfield erected in Parliament Square, the statues of Queen Victoria and the 
equestrian statue of the Prince of Wales in Bombay, India. Roggi was also the 
designer and sculptor of the statue of Hong Kong governor Sir Arthur Kennedy, 
which was placed in the Botanical Garden in 1877.1 In short, Roggi was a renowned 
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and experienced British sculptor of royal statues.  
Completed by a “royal” sculptor, the statue of Queen Victoria was dignified and 
imposing. It was erected on a base of 29 feet square and elevated about seven feet 
above the road level. It could be reached by granite steps. The statue was made of 
bronze and represented the Queen in a sitting posture facing the Victoria harbor. The 
Queen held the scepter in her right hand, while the orb and cross rested in her left 
hand. The statue was mounted on a stone base which was six feet in height and was 
enclosed in a stone canopy made of specially selected Portland stone. This kind of 
stone has the reputation of hardening by exposure to the atmospheric influences. 
Also, columns in the Corinthian style supported the canopy.2 There exists a picture 
showing the image of Queen Victoria’s statue (See Appendix 5). From the design, we 
can see the meaning of the statue. With the scepter and orb as symbols of the nation 
and the ruler’s power, the statue represented the image of the British Empire. It 
aimed to tell its colony’s subjects that the British were the legitimate ruler of the 
colony of Hong Kong. Also, placing the statue in a grand stone pavilion which was 
thirteen feet higher than the street level gave a strong feeling to viewers that the 
Queen was unthreatened and unchallenged. The statue could help the colonial 
government to project a strong British imperial image in Hong Kong and convey the 
message that Britain was a powerful and prosperous country. In addition, since 
Britain was a sea power since the era of Queen Elizabeth I, and the British navy was 
the symbol of Britain’s national strength. Hence, the implication of the statue facing 
the sea is that the Queen was the ruler of the sea.  
 
Consequently, the Hong Kong government tried to symbolize the power of 
                                                      
     2 Ibid. 
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Britain through the statue. The statue was not merely a decoration, but held a strong 
symbolic meaning. According to Herbert Feith, “Symbolic activity has helped to 
make the government more legitimate and so served to lessen the amount of coercion 
it has needed to employ.”3 The Hong Kong Telegraph, an English newspaper, 
described the statue as follows:  
 
Upon a broad base of granite stands a structure of Portland stone, with 
exquisitely carved pillars supporting an ornately carved but withal dome 
surmounted by the royal scepter which stands aloft, pointing out all the 
dignity and grandeur of that ‘empire upon which the sun never sets’, of 
which Hong Kong forms an integral and not inconsiderable portion, in 
importance though not in size, and over which the sovereign whole statue 
it surmounts has so long beneficently and gloriously wielded its original. 
Covered by the dome, the whole being a most fitting adjunct, stands a 
bronze image of Queen Victoria, erect and holding the scepter and globe 
that typically the powers she so ably wields. The entire structure fitly 
represents the feelings of love and loyalty felt by her subject in this colony, 
who by her wise and just rule have been enabled to erect upon this bare 
and rocky island.”4  
 
The statue of the Queen was therefore a representation of British divine power 
and legitimacy. As a colonist emblem, the statue of Queen Victoria served as a solid 
symbol to remind her subjects to bear in mind that Britain was the sovereign of this 
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land. The colonists wanted to deliver the message that imperialism brought the 
British to take over Hong Kong. They developed this “barren rock” into a 
modernized city and civilized the Chinese who lived here.  
Public monuments have always been used by the European countries as 
significant means to celebrate the nation’s past in the mid-nineteenth century. The 
intense nationalism made these countries commemorate their national history 
through the erection of statues or monuments in public space.5 Statues can also be 
found in London’s urban landscape. The layout of statues and monuments commonly 
included features which the sculptor intended to represent Britain and its empire. For 
example, the statues of Queen Victoria were erected in London to represent the 
symbol and image of the Crown. For one of the Queen’s statues, the sculptor set the 
whole memorial on a platform surrounded by fountains embellished with mermaids 
and tritons that represented the “maritime greatness of the Empire.” To show the 
courage and wisdom of the people, the sculptor placed figures over the fountains 
representing the Navy and Army on one side, and Science and Art on the other. The 
Queen occupied the central portion of the monument.6 Besides, in most of the 
statues in London, the Queen was portrayed standing, wearing the robes of state, 
crowned (or with the crown hovering over her hand), and holding a scepter and orb.7 
This image of Queen Victoria was similar to the one in Hong Kong. This was 
because, as art historian Susan Battie has pointed out, memorials were often highly 
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charged symbols which evoked “passion that were sometimes intense but seldom 
aesthetic.”8 The Jubilee committees always spent most of the time discussing what 
should be erected and how to get enough funding. But they seldom had discussion 
from the aesthetic point of view. Also, most of the statues were produced by the 
same group of sculptors, which explained the similar style of the royal statues. 
Comparing to the Queen’s statue in Statue Square in Hong Kong, although the layout 
of the monuments was different from each other depending upon the style of the 
sculptors, the essential arrangement was the same. As the symbol of the empire, the 
figure of Queen Victoria was placed at the center of the monument in order to show 
her honorable and crowning status.  
 
Statue Square was a symbolic site created by the Hong Kong government to 
construct a colonial landscape. Statues were only one of the components of the 
colonial landscape. Buildings surrounding the square were also significant. They 
helped to transform neutral places into ideologically charged sites. According to 
Mark Childs, a square is enclosed by the “fabric of the town”. It is “not a meadow 
outside town, but a place made by the buildings of the town”9. Jane Jacobs also 
points out that the buildings “make a definite shape out of the space, so that it 
appears as an important event in the city scene, a positive feature, rather than a 
no-account leftover”10. Therefore, the surrounding environment should be taken into 
account when we interpret a square. Also, the buildings which surrounded Statue 
Square manifested a significant feature of the square, that most of them, namely, the 
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Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank, the Prince’s Building and the Queen’s Building, 
were properties owned by private enterprises run by the so-called taipans. Also, the 
Hong Kong Club was also an important sign representing the prominent status of 
foreign merchants in Hong Kong. Therefore, these buildings showed the distinctive 
political feature of Hong Kong. In fact, these merchants had a close relationship with 
the Hong Kong government, and they played an important role in developing this 
colonial landscape. They devoted their loyalty to the British monarch in order to 
acquire their prestige and in exchange for benefits. They not only participated in the 
building of Statue Square but also occupied the space. 
 
Layout of Statue Square 
Although the layout of the square has tremendously changed since the end of 
World War II, the original setting of the square as well as the buildings showed the 
character of this public space at that time. There is a photo showing the layout of this 
colonial landscape (See Appendix 6). The buildings standing on the four sides of the 
square symbolized the Victorian achievement in colonial Hong Kong. One of the 
most influential forces which gave rise to Statue Square was the Hong Kong and 
Shanghai Bank. The square is often portrayed as the result of a joint effort between 
the Hong Kong government and the Bank. In the speech given by Governor Sir 
David Clive Crosble Trench in the opening ceremony of the Statue Square Garden in 
1966, he thanked the Bank for its contribution to Statue Square. He said that “the 
commercial heart of the city gained one of its principal features – this open space 
largely through the generosity of one of its most famous commercial institutions (i.e. 
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Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank)”.11 (Please refer to chapter four for more details). 
This showed the economic significance of the bank as well as its important role in 
the construction of this royal landscape.  
The Hongkong and Shanghai Bank was established in the colony in March 
1865 to finance the growing trade between China and Europe. The inspiration behind 
the founding of the Bank was Thomas Sutherland, who realized that there was 
considerable demand for local banking facilities both in Hong Kong and along the 
China coast. In the 1880s, the bank was acting as a banker to the Hong Kong 
government and as a sole or joint banker for British government accounts in China, 
Japan, Penang and Singapore. It was also the bank that issued banknotes. During the 
Second World War the Bank was forced to close many branches and its head office 
was temporarily moved to London. After the Second World War, in June 1946, the 
bank was able to restore its head office powers and functions in Hong Kong.12  
 
The headquarters of the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank has been at 1 Queen's 
Road Central in Hong Kong since 1865. The Bank had three headquarters buildings 
at different period of time and they served as a prominent symbol of Central district 
as the business hub of Hong Kong. The first building was Wardley House. It was 
used as the Bank’s office from 1865 to 1886. It was demolished in 1886 and the 
second building was rebuilt in the same year. In 1935, the second building was 
demolished and a third building with a different design was erected. The third 
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building used part of the land of the old City Hall and it served as the government 
headquarters during the Japanese occupation of Hong Kong. In 1978 the bank 
decided to tear down its headquarters and to rebuild it again. The new building was 
completed in 1985.13 
The dominance of the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank in Hong Kong was 
expressed by the height and the architectural style of its headquarters building. In 
1886, the second headquarters building, when completed, was taller than all other 
buildings along the waterfront of Central District.14 The architectural style of the 
building contributed to the construction of the colonial landscape. The headquarters 
building was sited in the Central District, a European commercial sector of Hong 
Kong facing the harbor. Most properties on the waterfront in this sector were 
“three-story buildings with arched verandahs and a strong rhythm in facade 
composition”15. The classical Western architectural style of these properties helped 
form a colonial landscape that evoked a “European” feel. They provided a powerful 
context for the headquarters building as well as the Statue Square. In addition, the 
headquarters building, in the architectural historian Shirley Wong’s words, “was not 
just a symbol of the client’s financial strength; it was also a manifestation of the 
Bank’s connection with the British government, and with the empire as a whole”16. It 
demonstrates that the headquarters building held together the close relationship 
between colonialism and the British merchants in Hong Kong, and the change in the 
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building style also reflected the change in the nature of colonialism. There are two 
photos showing the appearance of the second headquarters building in 1886 (See 
Appendix 7). It can be seen to have that it was adopted European style. 
 
The Hongkong and Shanghai Bank’s contribution to Statue Square was made by 
two key persons, Sir Thomas Jackson and Governor Sir Henry Blake. In the early 
1890s, the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank agreed to pay for the reclaimed land 
directly in front of its headquarters on Des Voeux Road and later paid the purchase 
price for the Crown lease of the land. It was granted Crown Leases of 999 years for 
that piece of land on November 20, 1895.17 The Bank’s manager, Sir Thomas 
Jackson and Governor Sir Henry Blake saved the site immediately in front of the 
headquarters as an open site in perpetuity. Under the arrangement made by Sir Paul 
Chater and James Johnstone Keswick, the Hong Kong government and the Bank 
reached an agreement to reserve the plot of reclaimed land to build a royal square. 
This area of reclaimed land was made up of four buildable lots. The two to the west 
belonged to the Bank, and the two to the east were owned by the government. The 
statue of Queen Victoria was moved into the square in 1896 when the reclamation 
was finally completed. In December 1901, the Colonial Secretary, Mr. Stewart 
Lockhart, wrote to the Chief Manager of the Bank proposing that “with the view of 
preserving in perpetuity a large open space in the close proximity of Queen 
Victoria’s statue His Excellency is in favour of the Government refraining from 
building on the portions on the east of the statue and of having them properly laid 
out provided the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank will agree to enter into a similar 
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engagement with regard to the portions on the west of the statue which belong to the 
bank”18 The directors of the Bank were agreed accordingly and they resolved 
unanimously that their part of the site should remain an open space at all times. This 
shows the close relationship between Statue Square and the Hong Kong and 
Shanghai Bank. Without the Bank’s cooperation, the government could not have 
succeeded in preserving an open space at the center of the city to construct a colonial 
landscape. 
 
Actually, the decision to erect the square in front of the headquarters of the 
Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank may have involved various considerations. For the 
government, the Bank was a symbol of Victorian achievement in colonial Hong 
Kong. The capitalist system is one of the most important products of British colonial 
rule, which encouraged free trade and competitions in Hong Kong. It created the 
prosperity of the city and also led to the establishment of a sophisticated financial 
system. The Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank was the most famous financial 
institution that represented the crowning achievement of the Imperial Britain in her 
colony. For the Bank, to cooperate in the construction of a royal square would be to 
show their loyalty to the government. This cooperation could help the Bank to gain 
benefits from the government. Also, having a royal square in front of the Bank could 
favour the Bank to build up its image as a leading bank in the colony.  
 
The Hong Kong Club was another building that was situated in Central district 
in the colonial period. It was founded in 1846 and moved to the east side of Statue 
Square in 1897 when the reclamation project was completed. Before its construction, 
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the east side of the reclaimed land which came to constitute Statue Square was 
completely bare. Membership of the Club was always exclusive and has remained 
the same to this day. It included the governors and the members of their councils, the 
heads of commercial houses, senior local businessmen, the heads of the major 
trading firms, members of the judiciary and of the professions, etc.. Women and 
Chinese members were not accepted until the membership rules were eased in the 
late 1970s. One former member said that "there was nothing in the rules to say that 
Chinese couldn't join. It had simply been understood that you didn't put a Chinese up 
for membership"19.  The Club’s membership was a mirror image of Hong Kong’s 
elite society in the early colonial period. It showed that Britons were the top leaders 
of the society and they enjoyed social and political superiority. In a British colony, 
this superiority was a projection of the British imperial power, and it served the same 
purpose at Statue Square, that the British enjoyed the supreme power in colonial 
Hong Kong.  
 
The new Club house was completed in 1897. According to a publication of the 
Hong Kong Club, the architects were given an order to have the construction work 
completed in time for the Diamond Jubilee Celebration.20 Hong Kong’s colonial 
elites proudly took possession of their new Club house, which enjoyed a 
commanding view of Statue Square. In the historian Alain Le Pichon’s words, “From 
the brand new stone balconies, they paid homage to Queen Victoria, enthroned in 
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bronze under her imperial canopy.”21  Like Statue Square, the Hong Kong Club was 
one of the symbols demonstrating the European merchants’ loyalty to the Crown as 
well as their prominent status in Hong Kong.  
 
By the end of the Diamond Jubilee celebrations in 1897, Statue Square had only 
three completed buildings around it, including the City Hall (1869), Hong Kong and 
Shanghai Bank (1887) and the brand new Hong Kong Club House (1897). There 
were four large reclaimed lots that remained, which were ready for the 
accommodation of three more new buildings. Two of them turned out to be the 
Queen’s Building and the Prince’s Building. They were new structures conceived 
under the Praya Reclamation Scheme and were built on the east side of the square in 
1899 and 1904 respectively. Both of them were the property of the Hongkong Land 
Investment & Agency Company which was founded by two prominent businessmen 
in Hong Kong — Sir Paul Chater and James Johnstone Keswick.  
 
In addition to private property, the Hong Kong government decided to build a 
new Supreme Court Building in 1898 on the lot belonged to her on the eastern side 
of Statue Square between the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank and the Hong Kong 
Club22. The new Supreme Court was opened in 1912 with Royal Arms on the 
pediment and Tudor Crown on top of the dome as the symbols of British rule.23 Like 
the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank, the Supreme Court symbolized the tradition of 
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the British common law system, and gave an impression that Hong Kong was a 
British colony that practiced an independent, just and fair legal system. At the 
opening ceremony of the Court in 1912, the Chief Justice Sir Francis Piggott said: 
“If I may prophesy that when Victoria has ceased to be a city, when the harbour has 
silted up, when even the Hong Kong Club has crumbled away, this building will 
remain like a pyramid to commemorate the genius of the Far East.”24  We can see 
that the British colonists saw the Supreme Court as a powerful symbol of British 
achievement in the Far East.  
 
Finally, Queen's Pier was another important colonial symbol which had a close 
relationship with Statue Square. Queen’s Pier, which was named after Queen 
Victoria, was a public pier in front of Statue Square facing the Victoria Harbour. 
Queen’s Pier served not only as a public pier in day-to-day use but also as a major 
ceremonial landing area for the British Royal Family visiting Hong Kong and for 
successive governors to assert their authority on arrival. The first generation of 
Queen’s Pier was known as "Queen's Statue Wharf". It was a wooden pier in front of 
Statue Square. Its predecessor was Wardley Pier which was rebuilt in 1921. The 
second generation wharf was completed in 1925 to replace the Blake Pier as the 
colonial official pier. As part of the post-war reclamation project, the old pier was 
demolished. A new pier was redesigned in a modern utilitarian style and relocated to 
Edinburgh Place in front of the City Hall in 1954.25  
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Queen’s Pier was reserved for the use of British royal members and significant 
officials until 1954, when the government decided to open it as a public pier for 
public use. With a sheltered roof made of concrete and steel as well as round pillars 
and arches, the architectural style of Queen’s Pier in 1925 was similar to the entire 
structure of the statue of Queen’s Victoria. Since 1925, different official rituals were 
carried out at the pier. The first ritual was held to bid farewell to Governor Reginald 
Edward Stubbs. He boarded from the pier at the end of his term on 31 October 
192526. In the same year, a ceremony was held to welcome the landing of Governor 
Cecil Clementi (See Appendix 8). Also, a parade was organized at the pier in 1928 to 
celebrate the birthday of King George V (See Appendix 8). Since the pier was in 
front of Statue Square, sailors had to raise their paddles towards the statue of Queen 
Victoria to express their respect to the Queen when they passed or anchored along 
the shore27 (See Appendix 9). Along with Statue square, Queen’s Pier thus served as 
a royal ritual space during the colonial period. Both of them were symbols of British 
colonial power in Hong Kong. 
 
With the completion of the surrounding buildings, Statue Square was fit in with 
the definition of a square by Mark Childs: “a place made by the buildings of the 
town”28. Statue Square was not only a garden to place the statues. It was the center 
of the city which combined the meanings of the power of merchants (effort of Sir 
Paul Chater), of government, of finance (the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank), of 
influence (the Hong Kong Club) and of the rule of law (Supreme Court). This made 
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up the identity of the square and also of the people. The most important influence in 
Hong Kong was exerted in and around Statue Square. The heads of the important 
merchant companies were the members of the Club. Their bank was the Hong Kong 
and Shanghai Bank. They owned shares in the Hongkong Land Investment & 
Agency Company which built the Queen’s Building and in the Prince’s Building. 
They settled disputes on the basis of the judicial system symbolized by the Supreme 
Court. The ruling officials and merchants had to pass by Statue Square in different 
directions when going to various buildings around the square in order to exercise 
their influence and perform the duties of their professional lives. Statue Square 
served as a midway crosswords of these people.  
The Role of European Merchants in Constructing the Colonial Landscape 
After studying the emergence of Statue Square, one of the first things which 
strikes any observers of the process that eventually gave rise to Statue Square is the 
role of the merchants. Foreign merchants made remarkable contribution to the 
economic development and prosperity of Hong Kong. As Hong Kong was acquired 
by the British for the security of commerce, it became a haven for businessmen. 
Before the emergence of a recognizable Chinese merchant class in the latter half of 
the 19th century, foreign merchants, most of whom being British (apart from a small 
group of Parsees, Indians and Jews), dominated the local political and economic 
scene of Hong Kong. They exercised their influence in Hong Kong’s political and 
economic scene in order to guarantee that their interests were properly represented. 
After repeated petitions by the merchants, two official members in the Legislative 
Council were eventually appointed from among them during the governorship of Sir 
John Bowring from 1854 to 1859. Thereafter, representatives of the major merchant 
houses sat in the Legislative Council to represent the interest of the merchants. Out 
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of the 43 non-official Legislative councilors appointed between 1850 and 1900, 29 
came from leading merchants houses, representing 67% of the total appointed 
non-official Legislative Council councilors.29 Evidently, the foreign merchants had 
established their political legitimacy in Hong Kong society. The most influential and 
powerful among the foreign merchants were the British traders, such as Jardine 
Matheson & Co and so on. They purchased lots of land in Hong Kong. However, 
some of the most prominent and best remembered foreign traders neither came from 
Europe nor America, but from India and the Middle East. They included the Parsees, 
who were a distinct ethnic and religious minority originated from present-day Iran. 
They played a significant role in the early China trade, acting as partners to British 
traders and they resided in Hong Kong after Hong Kong became a British colony.30 
People like Hormusjee Naojee Mody and J.H. Ruttonjee were representatives.  
Of all the non-British foreign traders residing in Hong Kong, Sir Paul Catchick 
Chater of Armenian descent was one of the best known. Chater was also the key 
figure in the creation of Statue Square. From the reclamation project to the erection 
of the statues, he played an indispensable part in the decision making process. Sir 
Paul Chater was one of the most important businessmen in Hong Kong during the 
late Victorian period. Memory of him is preserved in two places in Central District 
that named after him, the Chater Road and the Chater Gardens. As a proponent of the 
building of Statue Square, he therefore was also a key figure behind the planning of 
the business district in Central during the late 19th century and the early 20th century. 
Sir Paul Chater, like the Parsees, came from India. He was born in Calcutta in 1846 
to a family of Christian Armenian origin. His maternal grandfather, Agah Catchik 
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Arnkiel, was a prominent merchant who had close connection with the British 
administration in India. Although both of his parents died when he was young, he 
received a good education. He came to Hong Kong in 1864 at the age of eighteen. 
After serving for three years in the Bank of Hindustan, he started his own broking 
business. He made sufficient profits in this to go into real estate. He bought a site in 
1870 which he later leased to the Victoria Club.  
 
Over the next ten years in association with several other Parsee and Asian 
businessmen such as the Sassoons, E.R. Belilios, H.N. Mody and Hormusjee 
Ruttonjee, Chater gradually acquired and developed several sites in Central District. 
Chater was a remarkably active merchant and played a major part in establishing 
several of Hong Kong’s most important companies. In the 1880s, Chater was closely 
connected with several significant companies such as the Hong Kong Rope 
Manufactory, Hong Kong Wharf and Godown as well as Hong Kong Electric 
Company. He was also far-sighted enough to realize the potential of the real estate 
outside the business center in Central District and he started to develop his business 
in Kowloon. He realized that the undeveloped shoreline could be used for wharves 
and godowns to relieve the pressure on Hong Kong Island. Therefore, he built the 
first pubic godown in Kowloon in 1871. He also built berths on the western edge of 
the Kowloon peninsula. Apparently, he had sufficient influence among the 
government officials to ensure that he was the only one to obtain the permission to 
build wharves in Kowloon.31 
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The most notable real estate development with which Chater was associated 
was the Praya Reclamation in Central District. In the middle to the late 1880s, with 
the anticipation of a development boom in Hong Kong, Sir Paul Chater purchased 
land on the Kowloon Peninsula and also the Hong Kong Praya. By May 1889, 
Chater was in possession of nearly 350 feet of the harbour frontage and was also part 
owner of a further 370 feet of land at the waterfront32. These properties showed his 
great influence in the Hong Kong economy. In the 1880s, he saw the potential of the 
Central district in the overall development of the British colony and he used his 
considerable influence as a member of the Legislative Council to promote the idea of 
a land reclamation project. In 1889, after a two-year consultation period, the Praya 
Reclamation Ordinance was passed. The project extended the shore of Central by a 
depth of some four hundred yards. The entire project, at a cost of about three million 
dollars, took fifteen years to complete. The government accepted and approved the 
plan because it was almost entirely financed by the owners of the marine lots 
themselves, who were willing to do so because, in Brian James Hudson’s words, 
although they had to “pay between two and three dollars per square foot of building 
land for their share of the reclamation, … could later make three or four times their 
money on resale, and up to ten times in some parts of the Central District”. 33 The 
project was thus in the interest of both the colonial government and the merchants.  
 
The project also contributed to the creation of Statue Square. In 1889, Sir Paul 
Chater and James Johnstone Keswick34 of the Jardine, Matheson, and Company 
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incorporated a new company, the Hong Kong Land Investment and Agency 
Company Limited, which planned to manage their real estate investments and the 
commercial buildings that they were going to develop on the reclaimed land. Under 
the arrangement by Chater and Keswick, the Hong Kong government and the Hong 
Kong and Shanghai Bank reached an agreement to reserve the reclaimed land to 
build a royal square.  
 
Apart from being a proponent of Statue Square, Sir Paul Chater also took part in 
the decision-making process of the square. He was appointed the chairman of the 
Jubilee Committee in 1887, through which he proposed to cast a statue of Queen 
Victoria to celebrate her Golden Jubilee and planned the grand unveiling ceremony 
of the statue that was to take place on 28 May 1896. Perhaps as a reward for his 
dedication to colonial interests, Chater became one of the first two non-official 
members appointed to the Executive Council in 1896, the year when the statue of 
Queen Victoria was unveiled. He also served as the chairman of the Jubilee 
Committee for the 1897 Diamond Jubilee to take charge of the arrangement of four 
festive weeks (19 June to mid-July 1897). In the following years, he and his partners 
financed and offered the statues of the Duke of Connaught and also the new King, 
Edward VII and George V. to be added to Statue Square. Besides the royal square, 
Sir Paul Chater named the buildings bordering the square under his ownership as 
Prince’s Building, Queen’s Building, King’s Building, St. George Building and 
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Alexandra Building. His planning for the square and the naming of the buildings 
surrounding the square obviously reflected his desire to express his loyalty towards 
the British monarch in a public manner. His idea was to fill the square with royal 
statues and surround the square with buildings in honour of the royal family in order 
to demonstrate the authority of the British administration as well as his allegiance to 
the Crown.  
 
In conclusion, Sir Paul Chater played an essential role in the formation of 
Statue Square. As a foreign merchant from Armenia, he was one of the leading 
members of the mercantile elite class of colonial Hong Kong. He used his influence 
to become a close adviser to the governors. The Governor Cecil Clementi, praised 
the contribution of Sir Paul Chater after his death in May 1926 by saying that: 
“It is difficult for me to speak without emotion of the grievous loss sustained by 
this Colony through his death. When, as a young cadet, I first landed in Hongkong, 
I stepped ashore upon ground which under a most successful scheme, devised by 
Sir Paul, had been newly reclaimed from the sea…..My earliest recollections as 
Clerk of the Executive and Legislative Councils in Hongkong are associated with 
memories of Sir Paul, whose sage advice, whose wonderful foresight and breadth 
of version, whose remarkable financial skill, and whose unbounded enthusiasm for 
all that tended to have a marked influence upon the decision of both Councils and 
at all times informed the policy of the Hongkong Government…..he has 
bequeathed to Hongkong development schemes of great magnitude, many already 
completed and some on their way to completion, schemes which have vastly 
increased the prosperity of the Colony and which will inure to the comfort and 
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contentment of present and future generations of its inhabitant .”35 
 
Statue Square is a good example showing the unique political feature of Hong 
Kong. In the Praya Reclamation Scheme and the construction of Statue Square, 
foreign merchants played an active and leading role in the process. They not only 
participated in the trading industry, but also asserted political influence by seeking 
increasing representation in the colony’s highest administrative bodies (the 
Legislative Council and the Executive Council) and by making financial contribution 
to the erection of public monuments that glorified the colonial power.36 Therefore, 
they tried to cooperate with the government to get what they wanted. Being 
non-official governmental members, they could have their voice heard in the 
development of Hong Kong. In addition, there was a mutual beneficial relationship 
between the government and the merchants. Although it is difficult to have such 
evidence, the merchants who had a close relationship with the government could 
easily gain political and economic advantages. For example, Chater could have the 
priority to purchase the reclamation land on the Praya. Also, in a government report 
about the Jubilee statue of the Queen Victoria, it recorded a statement of an official: 
“Ought not Mr. Chater to have an honour. He has been long on the list. We might ask 
the governor again about it.”37 The honour seems to be a reward to Paul Chater for 
the erection of the statue of Queen Victoria. Apparently, the merchants aimed to 
show their loyalty to the government by devoting their wealth and time to cooperate 
with the government in developing Hong Kong. But they actually expected to have a 
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part to play in governing Hong Kong. Greatly concerned with their interest and 
prestige, they felt the need to maintain a good relationship with the Hong Kong 
government. According to a popular saying in the nineteenth century, “Hong Kong 
was ruled by the Jardines, the Jockey Club, the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, and 
the governor, in that order of importance.”38 Although a class of Chinese elites 
gradually emerged in Hong Kong from the 1880s, they were not yet a rival group 
that could challenge the influence of foreign merchants in politics.  
 
The statue of Queen Victoria represented the image of imperial power. This 
symbol served as a function to project royal authority to the Hong Kong people. The 
layout of the square also contributed to the construction of a colonial landscape. 
Statue Square, as a space to display the royal statues, also served as a visual link 
between Hong Kong and the British Empire. This chapter shows that the 
construction of Statue Square was not a top-down colonial project imposed by the 
Home government in Britain. From the building process of the square, we can see 
that the idea was proposed by the foreign merchants in Hong Kong. They formed the 
Jubilee Committees and desired to make use of the project to show their loyalty to 
the Queen.  The merchants therefore played a leading role in the construction of the 
royal statues as well as the Statue Square. The Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank also 
played a crucial role in the emergence of Statue Square and the making of the 
colonial landscape of Hong Kong.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
STATUE SQUARE AS A RITUAL SPACE 
The previous chapter shows that the layout and design of the statues of the royal 
family members as well as the surrounding environment established Statue Square as 
an imperial symbol of the British Empire in colonial Hong Kong. However, Statue 
Square was not only a location for the statues to be displayed or a space of passage 
for the businessmen and politicians to go to the surrounding buildings; it also served 
as a ritual space for the authorities. The colonial government tried to “activate” the 
royal symbols by using Statue Square as a designated site to perform a variety of 
royal ceremonies and commemorative rituals since the completion of the square in 
1896. 
 
 Before the First World War, Statue Square mainly served as a place to carry out 
different royal activities such as the celebration of the birthdays and Jubilees of the 
throne. After the First World War, the Cenotaph, a war memorial, was erected to 
commemorate the fallen British soldiers. Remembrance Day commemoration, held 
on 11th November every year in front of the Cenotaph, became a significant ritual to 
remember the soldiers who lost their lives in the war. In this period, all rituals and 
festive events in the square, which were held by the colonial government and 
attended by prominent people in Hong Kong, were official in nature.  Commoners 
were rarely invited to participate in the rituals. But Statue Square experienced a 
significant change during the Japanese Occupation from 1941 to 1945. It was almost 
devastated by the Japanese troops. All statues including the one of Queen Victoria 
were either destroyed or moved to Japan. After the war, only the statue of Sir 
Thomas Jackson was restored to its original place at Statue Square. The statue of 
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Queen Victoria was moved to Victoria Park in 1955. Statue Square was no longer a 
symbol of royal authority thereafter. This chapter will explain how Statue Square 
performed its ritual function and also examine its changes from 1896 to the end of 
the Second World War. 
 
The Meanings of Rituals 
Before looking at the rituals performed at Statue Square, it is necessary to 
understand the meaning and importance of rituals in general. Rituals are the 
performance of ceremonial acts to show their symbolic value. David I. Kertzer offers 
a clear definition of ritual: it is a “symbolic behavior that is socially standardized and 
repetitive”1. This means ritual “follows highly structured, standardized sequences 
and is often enacted at certain places and times that are themselves endowed with 
symbolic meaning”2 The repetition of the ritual action is a means to channel 
emotion, guide cognition and organize social groups.3 Rituals have a basic social 
function in expressing, fixing and reinforcing the shared values and beliefs of a 
society. It can aid in creating a firm sense of group identity. In addition, rituals are a 
powerful tool of political action. Its political importance is that it links the individual 
to society. It enables people to understand the relationship between the people and 
the social context. For the power holders, they always employ rituals to legitimize 
their authority. They seek to arouse public emotions in support of their legitimacy 
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and evoke public enthusiasm for their policies.4 This explains the reason why rituals 
have always existed in every era and nation. 
 
Statue Square as a Royal Ritual Space 
Statue Square was a place built by the colonial government to demonstrate the 
sovereignty of the British colonists. It used to be a space where different royal rituals 
were performed. Before the unveiling of Statue Square in 1896, Hong Kong did not 
have such a formal space for the government to perform official ceremonies. For 
example, official ritual to celebrate the Queen’s Golden Jubilee in 1887, which was 
attended by the Governor, officials, and Legislative Council members, was held at St. 
John’s Cathedral. Outdoor celebrations were held in the compound at the back of 
Murray Barracks in the evening. While the statues were displayed at Statue Square as 
a symbol of their sovereignty, royal rituals performed at the square were a dynamic 
means for the colonial government to execute and express its imperial power. These 
rituals or ceremonies held at Statue Square could be divided into two types: regular 
and irregular. Both of them were official activities. Regular rituals were held by the 
government at designated dates such as the celebration of the Queen’s jubilees and 
birthdays. Irregular rituals were held when the British royal family members visited 
Hong Kong or when the new governor took office.  
 
The idea of erecting a statue of Queen Victoria in Hong Kong was first raised in 
April 1887, when a permanent souvenir was suggested to be erected to commemorate 
the Golden Jubilee of Queen Victoria. Three public meetings presided by the Hon. P. 
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Ryrie (the Chairman of the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce) and with 
the attendance of other official members of the Legislative Council, were held to 
decide the form of the permanent souvenir. The public nature of the meetings was 
emphasized in Hong Kong Daily Press, which stated on 14 April 1887 that “the 
residents of Hongkong have made an attempt to arrive at a decision in public meeting 
as to the form of the permanent memorial of the Queen’s Jubilee.”5 After the second 
meeting, four main proposals were made for the form of the memorial by the 
attendants. The first one was to build a convalescent home. This proposal was 
banned because some people feared that the advantages of the home would be 
monopolized by a small privileged class and this would probably prevent public 
subscription. They argued that the lower class people could not afford the service fee, 
and this might go against its original intention to be a charity.6 The second proposal 
was a female education scheme. A girl’s school was proposed to be established to 
promote female education. This scheme was not approved by the meeting either 
because some members argued that the scheme was “a sort of moral farmyard in 
which the clerical party would vote the most”7 It shows that the members preferred 
an institution free from religious influence. The third proposal was to build a 
Victorian Institution such as a library or a reading room. This proposal was opposed 
intensely for two major reasons. First, this scheme would require far more money 
than could be subscribed. Second, it was unworthy to use the money to erect another 
library and reading room while the City Hall was already available for this purpose.8  
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The final proposal was to erect a statue of the Queen Victoria. This proposal 
was widely accepted and was finally approved in the meeting, as the majority of the 
members thought that this was the most efficient and economical way to honor and 
commemorate the Queen. It only cost a relatively small sum of money to erect the 
statue and to be maintained by the Public Works Department. Also, it was a scheme 
which could be adapted to a comparatively small or a large expenditure.9 Although 
some people opposed this proposal, saying that the Queen was “physically an 
unsuitable subject for a statue” and it would be a “sinful waste of money”10, the 
proposal was supported as the most suitable and cost-effective way to fulfill the 
purpose of glorifying the achievement of Queen Victoria in her fifty years reign. The 
members thought that Hong Kong’s remarkable achievement in the past fifty years 
were the result and outcome of the principles of civilization and advancement of the 
British Empire, which they claimed were all brought about by the Queen. Moreover, 
since the memorial should take the form of a subscription, the members suggested 
that the Chinese community in Hong Kong would be the target subscribers. They 
said that “the Chinese are a generous race of people”11 who would subscribe to the 
statue. Here we can see the attitude of the Westerners towards the Chinese leaders in 
Hong Kong, that the Chinese leaders were regarded as partners in this building 
project to glorify the British Queen.  
 
The government finally accepted the proposal of the public meeting to erect a 
statue to witness Queen Victoria’s completion of the fifty years of her long reign. 
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The statue was donated by “Hong Kong residents” to show their loyalty to their ruler 
and to express their gratitude to the queen who had made Hong Kong a prosperous 
city within her fifty years of reign. A committee was formed and a commission was 
sent to England for the statue. The statue was finally completed by designer Signor 
M. Roggi in 1890, and was exhibited in London.  However, the public in Hong 
Kong criticized the long delay in the unveiling of the statue. For example, a reader 
with the pseudonym “Brazen Image” wrote to The China Mail in November 1890 
asking impatiently about the whereabouts of the statue of Queen Victoria “which 
certain very kind-hearted residents determined should be built”. He further asked that 
“one would like to know what is being done with the money. More than three years 
have elapsed and the bronze image has not yet arrived and even been invoiced”.12  
The statue was finally forwarded to Hong Kong in 1890. But in order to have the 
statue erected upon the most suitable site in the colony, it was necessary to wait until 
part of the Praya Reclamation work was completed and this resulted in another long 
delay for the unveiling of the statue in Hong Kong. 13         
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
The Queen’s statue was eventually placed in the Statue Square in 1896 after the 
completion of the Praya Reclamation project. The first ritual held in the square was 
the unveiling ceremony of the Queen’s statue on 28 May 1896, which also marked 
the seventy-seventh anniversary of the birth of Queen Victoria. There is a photo 
showing the imposing scene of the unveiling ceremony (See Appendix 10). All 
English newspapers in Hong Kong attached great importance to the grand ceremony 
and reported it in great details. Yet, the ceremony was a time of celebration as well 
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as a reminder of the nine long years of delay. Hong Kong Telegraph stated in an 
unpleasant tone that “owing largely to the somewhat tardy completion of the Praya 
Reclamation work—it having been decided to erect the statue on this, in front of the 
City Hall—for some years nothing further was done.”14  
 
The unveiling rituals started at sunrise on 28 May 1896. All the ships in the 
harbor were beautifully decorated. At noon, the usual salutes were fired from the 
British and foreign warships in the harbor and also from the shore battery.15 After 
this morning and afternoon ceremony, an honourable and grand ceremony started at 
5:30 p.m inside Statue Square. This was the highlight of that day. The arrangements 
for the ceremony were on a very extensive scale under the management of the 
Colonial Secretary, J.H. Stewart Lockhart. Over thousands of people were invited to 
the ceremony. Every British official in the colony was present and the Disciplined 
Forces also attended. All the Consuls in the Colony and principal residents were 
invited to the ceremony accompanied by their wives. They were all ticket holders 
and were accommodated on the grand stand starting from 4:30 p.m.. The two 
thousand troops were all in position by 5:00p.m.. For those who did not have a ticket, 
two elevated spaces had been set apart inside the square which allowed the general 
public, including the Chinese people, to assemble there up to the time that the troops 
paraded. Even though a space was set up for the general public, there was a crowd of 
spectators who were not provided with tickets who gathered outside Statue Square. A 
large number of sightseers stood on the hillocks of stones near the New Reclamation 
offices to obtain a good view of the gorgeous ceremony. Thousands of Chinese also 
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assembled in the neighourhood of the cricket field. 16 As the sovereign of the colony, 
Queen Victoria had never visited Hong Kong. The Chinese were full of curiosity 
about her appearance. The great physical distance between the monarch and the 
colony thus attracted those enthusiastic Chinese who wanted at least a look at the 
statue of Queen Victoria. 
 
The statue of Queen Victoria was placed grandly and honourably opposite to the 
center of the stand. At 5:30 p.m., Governor Sir William Robinson arrived at the 
grand stand with his staff, and was met by the members of the Jubilee Committee,  
including C. P. Chater (Treasurer and acting Chairman), J. H. Stewart Lockhart 
(Secretary), E. R. Belilios, Ho Kai, T. Jackson, J.J. Francis, Q.C., H.N. Mody, A.P. 
MacEwen, Wai Yuk, Ho Amei and Li Shing. After the photo-taking session, C. P. 
Chater, the Chairman of the Jubilee Committee, delivered a speech, from which we 
can see that he wanted to seize the opportunity to demonstrate his and other British 
subjects’ loyalty to the throne. Chater started his speech by saying that “I would ask 
you to look at this concourse of Her Majesty’s subjects, gathered here, to offer their 
loyalty and respectful homage to the Throne.”17 As the proponent of the Praya 
Reclamation Scheme, he also stressed the great success of the New Reclamation 
project, that “such a statue as this should be placed in an appropriate and conspicuous 
spot, a spot worthy, if that could be so, by its very position to do honour to the 
occasion, and until this great work, this reclamation on which we are now 
standing…..and here in this commanding position, in the best part of the city….we 
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feel that our statue could find, in all this island, no more ennobling site”18 He also 
glorified the success and the uniqueness of Hong Kong as a British colony by saying 
that: “after Her Majesty’s accession to the Throne, this (Hong Kong) was the first 
colony that Great Britain acquired……it is not possible to predict what Hongkong 
will yet develop into. It is not possible to surmise with any accuracy the part which 
will ultimately be allotted to her to play in the international theatre of the 
world….but that she is destined to be always an important factor in both Imperial and 
local concerns, I for one have no doubt whatever.”19 Sir C. P. Chater’s speech 
showed his importance in the building of Statue Square and even in the development 
of Hong Kong. As one of the major foreign merchants in Hong Kong and the 
initiator of the Praya Reclamation project, Chater underscored the fact that he played 
an indispensable role in the development of the colony and his reclamation project 
created an ennobling site for the statue of Queen Victoria and for Hong Kong. 
Obviously, the unveiling ceremony of Statue Square was a perfect time for Paul 
Chater to make his contributions known to everyone present. 
 
Governor Sir William Robinson also gave a speech afterwards. In his speech, 
the governor mainly emphasized the achievements of Hong Kong by comparing the 
past of Hong Kong with the present that Hong Kong had changed from a barren rock 
inhabited by 200 or 300 persons to a remarkable place for the newly arrived residents 
or travelers.20 He glorified the contribution of Queen Victoria to the success of Hong 
Kong: “This wonderful growth has taken place during the reign of Her Most 
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Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria. And in the place of a few hundred people, 
Hongkong has now a population of over 250,000 souls. Of these about 240,000 are 
Chinese. They live here under no compulsion. They are freeman, and are attractable 
by our liberal institutions and by the equitable treatment and justice of Her Majesty’s 
rule.”21 The governor emphasized in his speech the contribution and the superiority 
of the British people. Imperialism brought the British to this barren rock. They were 
portrayed as liberators rather than invaders, who civilized this land and turned it into 
a flourishing city. As a result of the benevolent rule of the British Empire, according 
to the governor, the Chinese people could enjoy freedom and equality in Hong Kong.  
 
 As a ritual to celebrate the Golden Jubilee of Queen Victoria, the unveiling 
ceremony was arranged in a magnificent way. It was described by the editor of Hong 
Kong Telegraph, a local English newspaper, as a “grand and imposing” ceremony. In 
addition to the impressive scene, the editor offered a meaning to the ceremony, that 
the ceremony “must have been instructive to the thousands of natives of the Celestial 
Empire, most of whom though residents in and taking advantage of the freedom of 
Hongkong, may in their inner thoughts be inclined to think slightingly of their British 
rulers”22. From this statement, we can interpret that the ceremony was regarded by 
some of the British colonists in Hong Kong as serving the “instructive” function of 
making the “natives of the Celestial Empire” (which means the Chinese) realize the 
fact that they were living under the benevolent rule of the British Queen.  
 
Although not a project imposed by the home government in London, the 
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erection of the statue of Queen Victoria was an important symbol to showcase 
colonial Hong Kong’s allegiance to the British Empire. Sir William Robinson 
immediately sent a telegraph to report the successful completion of the ritual event to 
the Secretary of State for the Colonies the day after the unveiling ceremony of the 
statue of Queen Victoria, in which he stated that the “Hongkong community present 
its respectful duty to Her Majesty of Queen” 23 . He described the event as 
“Magnificent spectacle” and “Immense concourse of people; upwards of two 
thousand Naval, Military, and Volunteers”24 had attended the ceremony. He also 
expressed great appreciation for the contribution of the Jubilee Committee under the 
leadership of Sir C.P. Chater, who had accomplished the task with “great 
enthusiasm”.25 This telegraph demonstrated the purpose of the Governor to show his 
great work and the loyalty of Hong Kong people and merchant leaders like Sir C.P. 
Chater to the British Empire.  
 
Besides the unveiling ceremony of the statue of Queen Victoria, there were 
other ritual events held at Statue Square associated with the British royal family. For 
example, there was an unveiling ceremony of the statue of the Prince of Wales and 
also a welcoming ritual for the arrival of the Duke of Connaughtin in 1907 (photo). 
The square was splendidly decorated as a celebration when King George V came to 
the throne in 1911. Parades were performed in the square to celebrate the birthday of 
King George V in 1929. In these royal activities, we can see that Statue Square was 
mainly used as a ritual space dominated by the British colonists. Local or 
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non-official activities were not allowed to be performed in the square. Although the 
Chinese could attend the ceremonies, they could only do so as spectators. Only the 
official members and few significant merchants such as Ho Kai were formally 
invited and participated in the decision making processes of the Jubilee committee. 
In Hong Kong, a British colony, the status of British people was no doubt superior, 
and they enjoyed the privilege of using the space of Statue Square, where they could 
perform different rituals to display their prominent role as the ruling class of the 
colony. As colonized subjects, the average Chinese were expected to learn from the 
royal rituals that Hong Kong was a British colony, and that they should appreciate 
the benevolence of the British rule.  
 
Although the Chinese community in Hong Kong seemed to be separated from 
the foreign community, some Chinese merchants acted as a bridge to communicate 
between these two groups of people in Hong Kong and expressed their colonial 
allegiance in the form of rituals during festive events of the British Empire. In the 
aforesaid unveiling ceremony, some prominent Chinese merchants like Mr. Ho Kai 
had participated in the Jubilee Committee. They also played an active role in 
organizing the Chinese celebration activities. Mr. Ho Amei, one of the leading 
merchants in Hong Kong, stated in a public address in 1887 that Mr. Ho Kai had 
taken the most active part in organizing the celebration of the Golden Jubilee among 
the Chinese in Hong Kong. He had so worthily distinguished himself by the 
prominence he had taken in the work of connecting the closeness of relations 
between the Chinese and British subjects.26  
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In addition, some of the Chinese people in Hong Kong were equally enthusiastic 
about expressing their loyalty and respect to the Throne, and they chose to organize 
different activities in their own Chinese tradition and in a different space. For 
example, a great procession was held by the Chinese to celebrate the Golden Jubilee 
of Queen Victoria in November 1887. In addition, the presentation of a royal address 
to the Queen was also organized at Government House by the Chinese residents in 
Hong Kong. The deputation which presented the address was headed by a short 
procession with dragons, flags, banners and a band of music and all the members, 
interestingly, dressed themselves in full mandarin costumes. The Representative Mr. 
Ho Wyson27 introduced the address by saying,  
“May it please your Excellency, on this auspicious day chosen for the 
celebration of her most gracious Majesty’s Jubilee in Hongkong, I have the honour to 
present on behalf of the British Chinese subjects and the Chinese merchants and 
residents in this Colony a congratulatory address to Her Majesty the Queen which we 
respectfully ask your Excellency to receive and forward to Her Majesty for her 
gracious acceptance with every assurance of our loyalty and respect.”28  
 
From this introductory speech, it can be seen that some Chinese leaders tried to 
present themselves as “British Chinese subjects” loyal to the British Queen. Just like 
the British people in Hong Kong, they showed their loyalty to the Queen through 
celebration activities. As argued by John Carroll, Chinese leaders in Hong Kong 
wanted to distinguish themselves as a special group of Chinese among their 
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compatriots in the mainland. “By participating in activities such as contributing to 
imperial war funds, organizing ceremonies for the British royalty, and attending 
imperial trade exhibitions, they helped make Hong Kong an active member of this 
global empire.” 29This provided them various ways for obtaining recognition and 
prestige. They desired to establish their own position within the empire because they 
wanted to show that they were members of the elite class in Hong Kong. Also, they 
aimed to prove themselves as loyal Hong Kong Chinese by collaborating actively 
with the colonial government. As such, they could use their close relationship with 
the colonial government to protect their own class interest.  
 
Statue Square as a Mourning Space 
Before the First World War, Statue Square mainly served as a ritual space to 
perform various forms of royal ceremonies. A new meaning was added to the square 
when the Cenotaph was erected after the First World War. In addition to a ritual 
space to glorify the throne, Statue Square now was also used as a mourning space to 
carry out commemorative rituals to remember the soldiers who lost their lives in the 
war. Besides the statue of the Queen Victoria, the Cenotaph became another focus of 
the square. But they served different purposes. While the statue of Queen Victoria 
was a symbol created by the government and British subjects in Hong Kong to 
demonstrate their loyalty as well as the legitimacy and authority of the royal power, 
the Cenotaph was used by the government to commemorate a group of common 
soldiers in order to create a sense of national unity among the British community in 
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Hong Kong. The government wanted to arouse public emotions to the victims by 
erecting a mourning symbol of honour. Unveiled in 1923, the Cenotaph in Statue 
Square was a replica of the Cenotaph in Whitehall of London dedicated to the 
Empire dead in the war. Commemorative services were held by the government on 
11th November, as Remembrance Day, every year in front of the Cenotaph in 
memory of the First World War to honour the fallen soldiers.  
 
The Cenotaph (which means empty tomb) was first erected in London after the 
end of the First World War. The war devastated the country by causing serious 
damages and loss to the Britons. The First World War from 1914-1918 resulted in an 
incredibly high death toll: an estimated 3 million soldiers from Britain alone died or 
were injured.30 Among the war dead, 90 percent of them came from the working 
class.31 Although the press was filled with pro-war propaganda, many working class 
people in Britain in fact did not support the war whole-heartedly. The ruling class at 
that time was concerned about the consequences of this, and was particularly worried 
about the communist uprisings to the East and labour movement activities in the 
United Kingdom.32 The monuments of the First World War should be understood 
against this historical background. According to Gill Abousnnouga and David 
Machin, “the monuments were one part of the propaganda machine to contextualize 
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the massive death toll into a discourse of common sacrifice for the nation.”33 The 
building of monuments around Britain, including the Cenotaph, was part of the effort 
of the authorities to consolidate the idea of nationhood, unity, and the meaning of the 
war in the face of communist threats. As a result of the official fear of communism 
and working class hatred of the Great War, the Cenotaph in London was proposed 
during peace celebrations in July 1919 with the aim of strengthening national unity.34 
 
As a war memorial, the Cenotaph in London was commissioned by the British 
government in July 1919. It is located in central London, the Whitehall area, near the 
government offices and Westminster Abbey. Situated in such a significant location, 
the Cenotaph was assigned an important meaning, that is, to memorialize Britain’s 
experience in the First World War. It was created to commemorate the sacrifice of 
the common soldiers whose remains were not recovered on the battlefield.  
 
The creator of the Cenotaph was Edwin Lutyens. Initially, the British 
government erected a temporary monument to serve as an honor to the soldiers from 
the war during a victory parade in November 1919. The temporary monument was 
well received by both government officials and the populace, which led to the 
creation of a permanent monument made of stone (i.e. the Cenotaph) in November 
1920. The designer Edwin Lutyens was one of Europe’s leading war memorial 
designers. He had strong and relatively progressive ideas about the nature of war 
memorials. He adopted the “Elemental Mode” in the design of the Cenotaph. 
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According to David Crellin, this style of the design “relied on a classical, universal 
architectural style free of religious ornamentation” 35. Lutyens adopted this style 
because he recognized the religious and racial diversity of Britain’s military forces in 
the First World War. This idea helped shape the creation of the Cenotaph that was 
free of “culturally-specific iconography” such as crosses36. As most of the deaths in 
the war were working class people, a simple design of the Cenotaph was adopted to 
commemorate these common people.  
 
The Cenotaph, made of white marble, is tall and rectangular-shaped and looks 
like a coffin at the top. The monument has a wreath on one of the narrower sides 
with the words “The Glorious Dead” written below.  Three flags are on one of the 
longer sides of the monuments. The center flag is a Union Jack. The one on the left is 
red and white with the Union Jack, and the other is blue with the Union Jack. The 
meaning of the wreath is a classical symbol of peace. The three flags represent the 
unifying nature of the Cenotaph. The Union Jack represents the nation while the 
other flags represent each branch of the military. The meanings embedded in the 
design of the Cenotaph represented the attitude of rulers towards their people and 
these meanings were visually accessible to the people who viewed the Cenotaph. 
 
The Cenotaph aims to highlight the contributions that individual soldiers made 
for the war effort rather than the heroic deeds of military leaders. As David A. 
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Johnson and Nicole F. Gilbertson have said: “The location as well as the design of 
the monument communicated a sense of inclusiveness as a shared symbol of 
mourning and sacrifice that all citizens participated in as result of the war effort.”37 
With its simple design, the Cenotaph was widely embraced by the public. The 
support for the Cenotaph as a symbol of the nation’s mourning exceeded government 
officials’ expectations38.  
 
The government tried to strengthen the meaning of the Cenotaph as a symbol of 
mourning and sacrifice by performing formal commemorative rituals. On 11th 
November 1920, the Cenotaph was unveiled by King George V. As part of the 
ceremony, an unknown British warrior was buried in Westminster Abbey. The coffin 
was brought to the Cenotaph where it was met by the King who was accompanied by 
the representatives of the Empire. A short service at the Cenotaph was carried out at 
the Cenotaph consisting of the singing of the Hymn and the Lord’s Prayer. This 
service was timed so that the unveiling of the Cenotaph took place at 11 a.m. exactly 
after which there was two minutes silence followed by the “last post”, the final salute 
to the fallen soldiers.39 The King, the Prime Minister and representatives of the 
Empire laid wreaths in front of the Cenotaph. The funeral procession then proceeded 
to the Abbey where the funeral service took place. The body was buried in a grave in 
the nave of the Abbey. All normal business work and locomotion throughout the 
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United Kingdom were completely suspended during the two minutes silence to 
ensure that the thoughts of all people could concentrate on remembering the glorious 
dead40. From the unveiling ceremony, we can see that the government wanted to 
make the Cenotaph a symbol to commemorate individual common soldier through 
the burial of an unknown British warrior. This idea can create a symbolic act that 
“every braved man or woman can say, ‘That body may belong to me.’” 41 A 
commemorative ceremony was held every year on the anniversary of the Armistice 
Day (11th of November). The government used the ritual as a platform to construct 
specific understandings of the war and the soldiers who fought for Britain. Rituals 
therefore became a channel for common people to communicate with the Cenotaph 
and to remember the sacrifices made by the war dead for the country.  
 
Cenotaph in Hong Kong 
Due to the positive response to the Cenotaph in London, Hong Kong as a colony 
of Britain decided to erect a replica of the Cenotaph. Before looking at the Cenotaph 
in Hong Kong, we need to understand the role of Hong Kong in the First World War. 
In 1914, Hong Kong was not directly involved in the First World War and there was 
no real military threat. But it still played a role in the British war effort. To reinforce 
the military force, Hong Kong called up the locally raised Hong Kong Volunteer 
Corps to take over most of the garrison duties so that the regular forces could be 
freed for the military service in Europe.42 Besides, out of patriotism, almost a 
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quarter of the British population (579 out of a total of 2457 men) in Hong Kong 
volunteered for military service outside the colony. Also, in order to free British 
troops for front line duty, a large number of Chinese workers were recruited by the 
British government in the First World War to serve as the Chinese Labour Corps to 
perform support work and manual labour. A total of about 140,000 Chinese workers 
served on the Western Front during and after the War. Among them, 100,000 served 
in the British Chinese Labour Corps.43 Hong Kong also supported Britain financially. 
Hong Kong paid the normal military contribution and also made a further financial 
contribution of ten million Hong Kong dollars which was raised by better-off 
Chinese and Britons. In the last two years of the war, two million Hong Kong dollars 
were contributed by Chinese property owners who agreed to an additional rate 
assessment of 7%.44 In spite of all this contribution made by Hong Kong, the First 
World War did not have as strong an emotional and material impact on the majority 
of the people in Hong Kong as in Britain. 
 
Nevertheless, in order to dedicate to the war dead of the British Empire and to 
commemorate the contribution made by Hong Kong during the war, it was decided 
that the colony should erect a war memorial. As a result, a replica of the Cenotaph at 
Whitehall in London was unveiled at Statue Square in Hong Kong on 24 May 1923 
to commemorate the British Empire Day. The erection of the Cenotaph was a 
decision made by the Peace Celebration and War Memorial Committee on 16 March 
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1920.45 The committee was formed by the government in March 1919 to propose the 
appointment of the Chinese Committee and the four sub committees including War 
Memorial Sub-Committee, Celebration Sub-Committee, Finance Sub-Committee and 
Publicity Sub-Committee. Sir Paul Chater was the Chairman of the Peace 
Celebration Committee. In the first committee meeting, Chairman Paul Chater 
suggested the formation of an Executive Committee consisting of himself, the 
General Officer Commanding, the Commodore, the Secretary, the Treasurer, and the 
Chairman of each of the Sub-Committees.46 The Executive Committee members of 
the Peace Celebration and War Memorial Committee included Sir Paul Chater 
(Chairman), E.H. Sharp (Vice-Chairman), N.J. Stabb (Treasurer), S.B.C. Ross 
(Secretary), the General Officer Commanding the Troop, the Right Reverend the 
Bishop of Victoria, the Commodore, the Attorney General, the Secretary for Chinese 
Affairs, P.H. Holyoak, D. Landale, V.L.A. Fairley, S.H. Dodwell, C.M. Ede, E.A.M. 
Williams, Ho Fook, Lau Chu-pak, H.W. Looker, F. Maitland, W. Nicholson, T. 
Petrie, N.L. Watson.47  
 
At the meeting of the Executive Committee of the Peace Celebration and War 
Memorial Committee held on 16 March 1920, it was unanimously decided that the 
Hongkong Peace Celebrations Fund showing a balance of $10,715.83 be paid into 
the War Memorial Account and that the memorial should be in the form of a “simple 
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and dignified cenotaph”48 This decision was confirmed at a meeting of the General 
Committee on 22 March 1920. Actually, there were various suggestions about which 
form the memorial should take, including a new City Hall, a road, a bridge over the 
harbor, a Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Club, and a public hospital. However, all of them 
were rejected due to high cost.  The Cenotaph only cost $60,000 exclusive of the 
site, which was dedicated to the purpose by the Government.49 
 
The Executive Committee of the Peace Celebration and War Memorial 
Committee also decided the location of the Cenotaph. Regarding the choice of site 
for the war memorial, Mr. J Johnstone stated at the meeting of the General 
Committee on 22 March 1920 that, “after the public gardens and all other localities 
had been ruled out as not being sufficiently conspicuous, a sub-committee was 
appointed to meet H.E. the Governor with a view to obtaining, if possible, the site on 
the sea front opposite the Law Courts generally referred to as the ‘finest site in the 
colony’”.50 Even though the Committee was accused by at least one local newspaper 
of putting forward a scheme with the sole object of benefitting the Hong Kong Club, 
to which the Cenotaph would be adjacent, the site was subsequently granted by the 
Governor in Council. 
 
The estimated cost of an obelisk and colonnade was $300,000, including the 
foundations ($60,000), buildings ($200,000), bronze panels etc. ($20,000) and 
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contingencies ($10,000). 51 The construction was funded by public subscription 
(including subscription collected by the Chinese Peace Celebration Committee). The 
Annual Report of the Director of Public Works of the Year 1923 reported the 
completion of the Cenotaph in that year, indicating the involvement of the Public 
Works Department in the construction of the Cenotaph. A letter was written by the 
colonial government to the designer of the Cenotaph in London, Sir Edwin Lutyens, 
on 5 January 1922 to express the appreciation of the government and community of 
Hong Kong for his courtesy in granting the permission for the use of his design for 
the memorial erected in Hong Kong.52 
 
The Cenotaph was finally unveiled by the Governor Sir Edward Stubbs on 24 
May 1923. The ceremony can be seen in a photo (See Appendix 11). It was an exact 
replica of the Cenotaph in Whitehall resting on a granite base approached by six 
steps landing to a platform. It was decorated by laurel wreaths carved in stone and 
the inscription “The Glorious Dead” with 1919 in Roman figures. As a replica of the 
Cenotaph in Whitehall, the Cenotaph in Hong Kong also shared the same meaning as 
the one in Whitehall. It was used as a memorial to commemorate the common 
soldiers who sacrificed their lives in the war. Hong Kong Daily Press made a 
comparison of the location of the Cenotaph in London and Hong Kong: “This tribute 
to the Empire's dead occupies a position in Statue Square which has long been 
known as ‘the Colony's finest site’, and is itself a worthy memorial - certainly a finer 
one than is possible in Whitehall. The Hongkong Memorial is rendered doubly 
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impressive by reason of the ample space around it, its position near the water front 
and the fact it rests on a broad granite base approached by six steps, which leads to a 
dais approached by three more steps.”53 This showed the central and impressive 
location dedicated for the erection of the Cenotaph in Hong Kong.  
From the description in the newspapers, the unveiling ceremony of the 
Cenotaph was an “impressive ceremonial”54. The ceremony followed the same 
rituals in London except the burial of an unknown soldier. It was a reasonable 
arrangement as Hong Kong, a British colony, was not home to the fallen soldiers. 
Among the large gathering in the ceremony, seated in the temporary stands erected 
around the memorial were all members of the Executive and Legislative Councils, 
the members of the War Memorial Committee, the Consuls of all the powers 
represented in Hong Kong, practically all the Naval and Military Officers present in 
the Colony and a representative gathering of the general public, including a large 
number of women and children. The verandahs overlooking Statue Square were 
thronged with people. In the Hong Kong Club, which stood facing the Cenotaph, 
seats had been specially erected for the accommodation of members and their wives.  
 
The King’s Regiment, with bayonets fixed and headed by the band, marched 
down from Murray Barracks. The Guard of Honour drawn from the Navy, the Royal 
Marines, the King’s and the other regiments in the Colony, and representatives from 
the Old Comrades Association. E.A.S.M.A., the Defence Corps and the Police 
assembled in the Naval Yard earlier in the afternoon and marched up to the Cenotaph 
headed by pipers of the Bombay Grenadiers. The whole guard was then formed in a 
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square round the Cenotaph and greeted Governor Sir R.R. Stubbs on his arrival with 
a Royal Salute. At the moment the Band struck up the strains of the national anthem, 
the Governor inspected the Guard of Honour and the Regiment, and then moved to 
the platform in front of the Cenotaph to give a speech. At the end of the ceremony, 
the Governor walked up to the monument, saluted, laid a wreath, and retired.55 In 
the speech, the Governor indicated the symbolic meaning of the Cenotaph. He said 
that the Great War was  
“a war essentially different from any of the many in which our country has 
been engaged before. In previous wars Great Britain was represented 
mainly by her professional Armies and Navies. In this war –into which we 
entered not from any selfish motive of aggrandizement, but for the 
preservation of those ideals of freedom and democracy for which the 
Empire stands – the whole people had to play its part. The monument 
which we have placed here in the most prominent site in the 
Colony…..commemorates, therefore, men of all classes and every race in 
the Empire.”56  
It shows that the Cenotaph was a monument to commemorate the common 
soldiers who sacrificed their lives in the war. In a report in the China Mail dated 18 
May 1923, it stated that “the Cenotaph is intended to be a memorial not alone to the 
Hongkong men who fought and died in the Great War but to the whole Empire’s 
Day”.57 But in fact, the Cenotaph was mainly a mourning space for the British war 
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dead, as Hong Kong’s involvement in the First World War was little.  
 
A commemorative ritual was held every year on the Remembrance Day in front 
of the Cenotaph, as in Britain. Remembrance Day was a day to commemorate the 
sacrifices of members of the armed forces and civilians in times of war.  It was 
observed on 11 November (after the Second World War changed to the second 
Sunday of November) to recall the end of the First World War on that date in 1918.  
The Remembrance Services were held by the colonial government as a basic routine. 
In the morning, an Armistice Day service was conducted by the Chaplain at St. 
John’s Cathedral, preceded by a celebration of the Holy Communion. After that, the 
Governor arrived at the Cenotaph. The Service of Remembrance in front of the 
Cenotaph generally included the playing of the "Last Post", followed by two minutes 
of silence. Honour guards stood at the four corners of the platform of the cenotaph, 
with their heads down and the rifles pointing downwards. Finally, the Governor 
approached and laid a wreath on behalf of the Colony. Business houses, social 
organizations, societies and clubs (including the Hong Kong Club and the Hong 
Kong and Shanghai Bank) also laid wreath to the war heroes. According to the Hong 
Kong Government Gazette, the participants who were invited to attend the Service 
included the Chaplains, Formed body of Navy and Army, the representatives of the 
Hongkong Volunteer Defence Corps, British Legion, Ex-Active Service Men’s 
Association and Mercantile Marine as well as the Band of 1st Battalion, the East 
Surrey Regiment, officers and their families. The representatives of the Government, 
Executive and Legislative Councils, the Consular Body, and the Chambers of 
Commerce were also invited to the Service. Finally, there was an Armistice Night 
which was a carnival held in the evening at the Victoria Recreation Club in Central 
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District.58 
The Cenotaph was erected and dedicated to the fallen British soldiers of the 
First World War. Although many Chinese recruited by Britain had sacrificed their 
lives in the same war, they were not included in the Cenotaph to be commemorated. 
In the same way as Statue Square, the Cenotaph was only erected for the Britons but 
not for the Chinese. It is also obvious that the commemorative ritual of the Cenotaph 
was to commemorate the fallen British soldiers. They were not related to the Chinese 
communities. In order to commemorate the Chinese who died in the war, a Chinese 
War Memorial was erected in the Botanical Garden by the Chinese community (See 
Appendix 12). In the meeting of the Executive Committee of the Peace Celebration 
and War Memorial Committee held on 16 March 1920, a Chinese “pailau” (牌樓) or 
a triumphal arch was approved to be erected in some part of the colony to be decided 
upon by the Chinese community.59 The Chinese War Memorial was built by the 
Imperial War Graves Commission in 1928. It was located at the main entrance of the 
Botanical Garden. Designed as a “pailau” or an arch with two stone lions at each foot, 
the memorial was in traditional Chinese style. Its original inscriptions showed the 
meaning of the memorial: “ERECTED BY THE IMPERIAL WAR GRAVES 
COMMISSION IN MEMORY OF THE CHINESE IN THE SERVICE OF THE 
BRITISH GOVERNMENMT WHO DIED THROUGH ENEMY ACTION IN THE 
GREAT WAR 1914-1918”. From the inscription, we can see that the memorial was 
built to commemorate the fallen Chinese who served with the Merchant Navy, the 
Royal Engineers and other British and Indian formations during the First World War 
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and their graves were not known. The names of these Chinese were recorded in the 
register of the Commission. 60  The Chinese War Memorial was unveiled by 
Governor Sir Cecil Clementi on 6 May 1928. The families of the dead were allowed 
to pay tributes in front of the memorial but they had to give notice to the colonial 
government in advance. 61  After the erection of the monument in 1928, a 
commemorative ceremony was held in front of the monument after the completion of 
Remembrance Service held at the Cenotaph. The governor, officials, Chinese 
representatives and leaders of different Chinese organizations including Po Leung 
Kuk were invited to attend the ceremony.62  
 
The erection of a separate Chinese War Memorial on a far less conspicuous site 
indicates that Britain tried to highlight the contributions of the Commonwealth 
soldiers and downplayed that of the Chinese. The Cenotaph only represented the 
contribution made by the British but not that by the Chinese. The Chinese war dead 
were commemorated separately from the British. This situation reflected the status of 
the Chinese people. Although they had played a role in the British war effort, their 
sacrifice was not regarded as equally important as that of the British by the colonial 
government. It clearly shows that the government sought to build up a mourning 
space by erecting the Cenotaph in order to stress the sovereign power of Britain. The 
government wanted to create a version of history favouring the colonial power and to 
glorify the British contribution to Hong Kong.  
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Besides the Cenotaph and the Chinese War Memorial, the Hongkong and 
Shanghai Bank decided that a war monument should be erected to commemorate its 
42 staff members who lost their lives in the Great War. At its shareholders meeting 
in February 1916, this idea was proposed by the Chairman and was approved in the 
meeting.63 The Hongkong & Shanghai Bank War Memorial, unveiled on 24th May 
1923, was located in the Hongkong & Shanghai Bank’s garden, which was faced the 
harbour and adjacent to Statue Square. The Chief Manager, Mr. A. G. Stephen, said 
in the unveiling ceremony that “It is especially appropriate that it should be placed 
on this spot near the headquarters of the Bank of which they were all such loyal 
servants.” 64 Designed by Mr. Reyholds-Stephens, the memorial consisted of a 
female figure of “Fame” holding a wreath in hand in bronze on a granite pedestal 
(see Appendix 13). Within the wreath was the figure of an infantry man who held a 
kit and rifle in his hand. The names of the 42 men were engraved on the panels 
placed on each side of the pedestal.  The “Fame” was inscribed with the following 
words on a panel: “1914-1918 In memory of the men of the Hongkong and Shanghai 
Bank whose lives were given for their Country in the Great War”.65 Under the panel, 
an inscription was engraved on the granite pedestal: “They shall not grow old as we 
that are alive grow old. Age shall not weary them nor the years condemn. At the 
going down of the sun and in the morning we shall remember them.”66 There are 
two photos showing the design and the location of the “Fame”. 
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The “Fame” was unveiled by Governor Sir Edward Stubbs after the official 
proceedings at the unveiling of the Cenotaph were completed. In his speech before 
the unveiling ceremony, he glorified the Bank for its services: “The record which 
you have recounted to us is a fine one, reflecting credit not only on the individual 
officers and men concerned, but also on their employers who made the sacrifices 
required to enable so many of their staff to serve in the war.” 67 The “Fame” 
reflected the importance of the Hongkong & Shanghai Bank in Hong Kong. It was 
the only private institution which could have a monument placed in Statue Square to 
commemorate its fallen staff.  As significant as the Cenotaph, it was unveiled by no 
less prominent a figure than the Governor, revealing the close relationship between 
the Bank and the government.  
 
The situation of Statue Square during the Japanese Occupation 
The Japanese occupation of Hong Kong began when the Governor of Hong 
Kong, Sir Mark Young, surrendered to Japan on 25 December 1941 after 18 days of 
fierce fighting against the overwhelming Japanese forces. The occupation lasted for 
three years and eight months until Japan surrendered on 15 August 1945.  
 
Japan’s invasion of Hong Kong was part of the plan for the Japanese to build its 
hegemony over Asia and Southeast Asia. Towards the end of 1941, top policy 
makers in Japan had already decided on the invasion of various parts of Asia and 
Southeast Asia to fulfill their dream of the Greater Asia Co-prosperity Sphere. The 
most important reason for the Japanese to occupy Hong Kong was to prevent 
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strategic goods from being transported to Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist government 
in China. The Japanese planned to establish Hong Kong together with other places 
like Taiwan and Singapore as strategic military bases to be incorporated into 
Japanese territories.68 
As part of a general Pacific campaign, the Japanese launched an assault on 
Hong Kong on the morning of 8 December 1941 Hong Kong local time. British, 
Canadian and Indian forces, supported by the Hong Kong Volunteer Defence Forces, 
attempted to resist the rapidly advancing Japanese but without success. After racing 
down the New Territories and Kowloon, Japanese forces crossed Victoria Harbour 
on 18 December. Canadian Winnipeg Grenadiers fought at the crucial Wong Nai 
Chong Gap that secured the passage between Hong Kong proper and secluded 
southern sections of the island but were finally defeated. On 25 December 1941, 
British colonial officials headed by Governor Mark Aitchison Young surrendered at 
the Japanese headquarters. The day was known as "Black Christmas". The 
capitulation of Hong Kong was signed on 26 December at the Peninsula Hotel. On 
19 January 1942, Premier Tojo Hideki became the first Governor of Hong Kong.69 
He was soon replaced by Lieutenant-General Rensuke Isogai, who assumed office on 
20 February 1942.70 
 
Soon after the occupation of Hong Kong, the Japanese started to establish the 
new administration in Hong Kong. Invited by Lieutenant-General Sakai, the leading 
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members of the Chinese community appointed a Rehabilitation Committee (later the 
Rehabilitation Advisory Committee) of nine members in January 1942 to cooperate 
with the Japanese authorities for the reconstruction of Hong Kong. Law Yuk-wo 
(also named Sir Robert Kotewall, the senior member of the Executive Council before 
the occupation) was the Chairman and Chow Shou-son was the Vice-Chairman. 
Other members included Lo Man-kam, Li Tse-fong, Li Koom-chun, Tam Nga-shi, Li 
Chung-po, Tung Chung-wei and Wong Tak-kwong. In addition to the Rehabilitation 
Committee, the Executive Committee of the Chinese General Chamber of Commerce 
consisting of 19 members with Tung Chung-wei as Chairman was also appointed to 
prepare a petition for the consideration of the Japanese authorities regarding different 
public matters, such as the disruption of supplies and public utility problem, the 
currency and prostitution problem. A meeting was held by the Committee on 12 
January to discuss ways and means of re-starting business in Hong Kong. 71 
 
In addition to appointing Chinese Committees, the Japanese government was 
eager to establish its legitimacy by removing the royal symbols of the British Empire. 
As the main symbol that represented the British imperial power in the colony, Statue 
Square was an important place for the Japanese to attain this purpose. The Japanese 
authorities started to remove the statues in Statue Square on 12 March 1942, less than 
three months after the occupation of Hong Kong. Four statues, including Queen 
Victoria, Queen Alexandra, King George and Queen Mary were removed by the 
Japanese. The Hong Kong News, a wartime newspaper published by the Japanese 
military government, reported the action and said that “the removal of the statues 
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was a logical step because Hong Kong is now Japanese territory, and British 
administration exist no more here”. Interestingly, the Japanese authority claimed that 
they would “pay the proper respect in such circumstances and will not destroy the 
statues which will be kept in a good condition and in a safe place”. 72 But in fact, all 
of the statues including that of Queen Victoria as well as the pair of lions which had 
guarded the entrance of the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank were taken away by the 
Japanese troops and shipped to Japan to be melted down for munitions. 
 
All statues in Statue Square were removed by 18 March 1942 and they were 
placed behind their bases with the exception of that of Queen Victoria, which was 
put in front facing the Victoria Harbor. Also, because the statues attracted a lot of 
spectators to visit every day, notices were eventually issued by the Japanese 
authorities to warn the public not to touch the statues.73 A picture showing the statue 
of Queen Alexandra being pulled down by the Japanese troops (See Appendix 14) 
appeared in the Hong Kong News on 16 March 1942. Just as other streets and places 
in Hong Kong during the occupation period, Statue Square was given a Japanese 
name, “Showa-hiroba” (昭和広場), which means “Showa Square”, on 20 April 
1942.74  
 
The Japanese government also established its legitimacy by erecting their own 
monuments. A Japanese War Monument was planned to be built on the heights of 
Mount Cameron in 1942. This monument was erected and dedicate to the Japanese 
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war dead who sacrificed their lives in the operations against Hong Kong in 
December 1941. Its foundation was laid on 9 February 1942.75 This “Hongkong 
Shrine” served as “the centre of the spiritual life of Nipponese” in Hong Kong.  The 
monument was expected to be completed on 25 December 1942 to celebrate the first 
anniversary of the fall of Hong Kong.76 However, it was still incomplete after the 
rehabilitation of Hong Kong in 1945. Also, substantial donations were given to the 
fund for the erection of the war monuments from different Japanese companies and 
local organizations.77 
 
Furthermore, the authority of the new Japanese military government was 
symbolized by a Proclamation which Governor Isogai issued when he arrived in 
Hong Kong on 20 February 1942. The proclamation, written in Chinese, was carved 
on a stone tablet and placed on the empty throne which had served as a frame for the 
statue of Queen Victoria in Statue Square before it was demolished (See Appendix 
15). A translation of the proclamation reads as follows: 
“Whereas Hongkong is Eastern territory seized by Britain, who in an 
enlightened age has for the past hundred years been nibbling at our East 
Asia, so now one morning the place was captured by our faithful, loyal 
and brave Imperial Army to become the territory of Japan’s Emperor. The 
base from which Britain, public enemy of marking, plotted to fulfill her 
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unlimited ferocity of heart, has now been extinguished, which is a cause 
for the heartiest rejoicings among the millions in East Asia. 
The great objective of the war in East Asia is certainly to guarantee the 
place of East Asia, through which peace may extend to the whole world 
for the glorious happiness of all countries. 
Therefore Hongkong, under military rule, should hereafter co-operate 
with the full effort of all sections of people to reconstruct its position and 
to help in the attainment of victory in the Great East Asia War. The 
previous condition of Hongkong must be swept clean before it can take its 
place in the East. The present strength and culture of the place must be 
elevated to the same spiritual stream in order to attain the Imperial Way, 
which will shine upon the eternal basic prosperity of East Asia.  
I have humbly received the great responsibility of being Governor of the 
Captured Territory of Hongkong, and today I have arrived in person to the 
place. I must observe and obey higher commands to devote all my 
strength punctiliously to protect the continued prosperity of all the people. 
And when complete victory shall have been obtained in the Great East 
Asia War, all the residents here will admit that they have suffered to give 
reality to the ideal of this sacred war. So let them eschew vices and sever 
themselves from easy practices in the light of the Imperial Way and give 
all their energies to the service of the community.  
All you people, if you can root out the bad old habits and brace 
yourselves up to your strength, you will accomplish much towards 
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creating a flourishing Greater East Asia. I will know how to treat those 
who do so. 
As for those who transgress the path of right and do not keep within their 
right places, these are the enemies of East Asia’s millions and are not 
members of our Imperial land. Irrespective of their nationality or race, I 
will deal with these according to military law, without mercy. 
On assuming my office, this Proclamation is specially issued. Do not transgress 
its implications.”78 
 
From the rescript above, we can see that the Japanese government tried to 
establish its legitimacy by defaming the British as the human enemy and arbitrary 
aggressor. The message this statement wanted to convey was that the Japanese 
liberated Hong Kong after they took over this territory. It wanted to build up its role 
as a Redeemer by saying that the purpose of its invasion was to save East Asia as 
well as the whole world. In addition, the proclamation stated that under the 
governance of the Japanese, Hong Kong would wipe off all the previous conditions 
and establish a new rule in order to develop the Japanese spirit and culture. This 
statement thus reflected the underlying ambition of the Japanese, who wanted to 
replace the British as the ruler of Hong Kong and establish Hong Kong as a new 
Japanese colony.   
 
Besides Statue Square, the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank facing Statue Square 
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was another important political headquarters of the Japanese in Hong Kong. It 
became the headquarters of the Civil Administration Department of the Japanese 
Army under the command of Major-General Yazaki, an officer of the army of 
occupation.79 After Lieutenant-General Rensuke Isogai assumed office as Governor 
of Hong Kong, the Civil Administration Department was dissolved and its functions 
were replaced by the Governor’s Office installed in the bank.80 The Japanese chose 
to establish their headquarters in HSBC because of the importance of Statue Square 
and the bank. Statue Square in front of HSBC represented the space of royal power. 
After occupation by the Japanese troop, both Statue Square and the bank became a 
symbol of Japanese legitimacy. This meaning was clearly displayed on the cover 
picture of a Japanese published magazine called Datong Huabao 大同畫報 81(See 
Appendix 16). After the Japanese entered Hong Kong, they wanted to establish their 
political authority by taking over this royal space and removing all the statues in the 
square. The proclamation was used to tell the local people that they were now the 
new ruler and power. Without the statues, the square was no longer the symbol of 
British legitimacy. With the headquarters at the back, the symbolic meaning of 
Statue Square was redefined: Hong Kong was now under the control of the Japanese.  
 
Statue Square was an important ritual space for the British authority before the 
Japanese occupation. Likewise, the celebration of different Japanese festivals, 
                                                            
   79 The Hong Kong News, 15th January 1942; G.B. Endacott, Hong Kong Eclipse (Hong Kong: 
Oxford University Press, 1978), 348. 
 
   80 The Hong Kong News, 11th April 1942; G.B. Endacott, Hong Kong Eclipse (Hong Kong: 
Oxford University Press, 1978), 349. 
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national occasions, victories and anniversaries were also an essential vehicle for the 
Japanese government to strengthen its influence. Mass processions and functions 
were organized by the government and prepared by the Rehabilitation Advisory 
Committee for the celebration of the Empire Day (11 February), the Emperor’s 
birthday (29 April), the anniversary of occupation (25 December), the fall of 
Singapore (15 February), and the Yasukuni Shrine Festival (17 October) etc. 
However, Statue Square was no longer used as a site by the Japanese to carry out the 
celebration rituals. Instead of Statue Square, the Cricket Ground, King’s Theater and 
Japanese Club (formerly St. John's Cathedral) became the main locations for the 
official rituals. For example, an inauguration ceremony was held on 25 February 
1942 by the community in the King’s Theater to welcome Governor Rensuke 
Isogai.82 In addition, ceremonies were held on the Cricket Ground to celebrate the 
Empire Day and the Yasukuni Shrine Festival.83 Also, a shrine was set up on the 
Cricket Ground to honour the war dead in the commemorative services held on the 
first anniversary of the occupation of Hong Kong.84 That does not mean that the 
ritual function of Statue Square was totally lost. A mass procession was organized to 
celebrate the fall of Singapore in Kowloon and Hong Kong on 18 February 1942. 
The procession started from Statue Square and passed through Des Voeux Road, 
Hennessy Road and Queen’s Road, showing that the square was still an important 
landmark during the Japanese occupation period.85 But obviously, being a political 
symbol of British legitimacy, Statue Square did not appear to be a suitable place for 
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the Japanese government to hold its political rituals and display its empire’s authority, 
although it had made effort to redefine the square.  
 
Statue Square represented a royal symbol of the British Empire in Hong Kong. The 
colonial government tried to reinforce the meaning of this symbol through rituals. 
They employed rituals to legitimate their authority and reinforced the belief that 
Britain was the ruler of the colony. However, the political importance of Statue 
Square led to its serious damage by the Japanese Army during the occupation. The 
transformation of Statue Square enables us to understand the political context of 
Hong Kong. The appointment of the Jubilee Committee and the War Memorial 
Committee reflected the bottom-up nature of the decision making process, in which 
merchants instead of the government played a crucial role. They devoted their effort 
to show their loyalty to the government by erecting statues and monuments. 
Projecting political legitimacy through space and official rituals was the purpose of 
the colonial government built into Statue Square before the Second World War. 
However, this attitude started to change after 1945. The next chapter will study the 
transformation of Statue Square in the postwar period and the changing attitude of 
the government towards the square. 
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 CHAPTER FOUR 
 
FROM ROYAL SQUARE TO PUBLIC GARDEN: 
THE TRANSFORMATION OF STATUE SQUARE  
FROM 1945 TO THE 1970s 
 
As explained in chapter 3, Statue Square experienced disastrous times during the 
Japanese Occupation from 1941 to 1945. All of the statues including that of Queen 
Victoria, as well as the pair of lions which had guarded the entrance of the Hong 
Kong and Shanghai Bank were taken away by the Japanese troops and shipped to 
Japan to be melted down for munitions. The stone pavilion of Queen Victoria was 
blocked by a stone stele on which was posted Japanese official notice. Whether or 
not (and how) to restore these royal statues became a big concern for the colonial 
government after the war in 1945. This chapter will study the restoration process of 
Statue Square and examine the government and public concern about the statues and 
the square. We will see that since the removal of Queen Victoria’s statue to Victoria 
Park in 1955, Statue Square no longer functioned as a royal square. It was changed 
to a car park in the 1950s and later became an open public garden. Its layout and 
meaning were also totally changed and redefined. This chapter will see how the 
functional change of Statue Square progressed after the Second World War. 
 
The Restoration of the Statues 
After the surrender of Japan on 25 August 1945, Hong Kong was rehabilitated. 
Immediate actions were taken by the British government to expunge the traces of the 
Japanese predecessors as the Japanese had wiped out the vestiges of the pre-war 
British regime. All the trappings of Japanese overlordship were removed. The Rising 
Sun flag was hauled down from Admiralty House (Formerly Marble Hall, the 
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residence of Sir Paul Chater)1. Japanese street signs were also dismantled. The 
military yen, the occupation currency was banned from circulation.  The most 
significant moves were made in October to recover the symbol of British majesty 
which the Japanese Army had seized from the Statue Square. A priority signal was 
issued from Harcourt’s Naval Headquarters2 to retrieve the two bronze lions which 
were spotted in a dockyard in Tokyo Bay and similar orders were also issued for the 
battered bronze statue of Queen Victoria which had been found on the scrap heap of 
an Imperial Army arsenal at Osaka. In Statue Square, the situation was that there 
were five pedestals without statues. These pedestals had been occupied by the statues 
of King Edward, Queen Alexandra, King George, Queen Mary and Sir Henry May. 
Only the statue of Sir Thomas Jackson was retrievable. Also, the statue of the Roman 
goddess Fame (the Hong Kong Bank War Memorial) was also lost and its pedestal 
was removed by the Bank.3 There is a map showing the situation of the statues after 
the war in 1950 (See Appendix 17), from which we can see that all the statues were 
damaged and removed by the Japanese except that of Sir Thomas Jackson one. 
 
The Public Monuments Committee 
In order to make recommendations on the restoration of the statues, the Public 
                                                 
     1 Admiralty House was previously the “Marble Hall” which was owned and built by Sir 
Catchick Paul Chater in 1901. Governor Sir Cecil Clementi has suggested in 1926 that Marble Hall be 
offered to the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty for use by the Naval Commander-in-Chief of 
the China Squadron. Following the death of Maria Christine Chater, wife of Paul Chater in 1935, 
Marble Hall was finally assigned to the Hong Kong Government as Admiralty House. The House was 
occupied and modified by the Japanese during 1942 and 1945. Following the Japanese surrender, it 
was re-occupied by the Royal Navy. 
 
     2 Admiral Sir Cecil Halliday Jepson Harcourt, the head of a provisional military government in 
Hong Kong from September 1945 to April 1946, received Hong Kong from Japan after the Second 
World War. He served as administrator until civilian rule was later established. 
 
     3 HKRS337-3-1, Memo from Public Works Department to the Colonial Sectary, 13th May 
1950. 
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Monuments Committee was appointed by the government in July 1946. The 
Committee was consisted of seven members: 
The Chairman:       Sir Grenville Alabaster, Kt. O.B.E., K.C. (Gloucester Hotel) 
Secretary:           Mr. A.M.J. Wright Esq. (Public Work Office) 
Committee Members:  Mr. H.S. Rouse Esq. (Public Work Office) 
                    Mr. J.H. Ruttonjee Esq. (Dina House) 
                    Sir Shouson Chow (Bank of East Asia) 
                    Mr. Ngan Shing-Kwan (Kowloon Motor Bus Company) 
                    Miss Katie Woo (St. Paul’s Girls College) 
This Committee was appointed to consider and make recommendations on two 
questions. The first one was the restoration of public monuments removed or 
destroyed by the Japanese. If the restoration was not recommended, what was the 
utilization of their sites? The second question was the disposal of public monuments 
erected by the Japanese military government. The procedure of the Committee was 
suggested by the Colonial Secretary, David MacDougall. Firstly, it was suggested 
that a comprehensive survey should be made to understand the monuments built 
before the Japanese occupation that had been damaged or removed. Secondly, 
recommendations should be made by the Committee as to the restoration of damaged 
or removed monuments and the disposal of Japanese monuments. Finally, all 
recommendations should be submitted to the Urban Council for discussion. 
 
The first Public Monuments Committee meeting was held on 28 August 1946. 
Ten recommendations were made by the Committee: 
1. The statue of Queen Victoria was to be brought back to Hong Kong and 
restored to the original site. It was not possible for the Committee to make any 
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specific recommendation regarding the broken arm until it arrives but possibly the 
arm might be replaced. 
2. Government was asked to consider the possibility of (a) removing the canopy 
over the statue in order to make the statue more conspicuous; (b) removing the 
railings and re-setting out the steps around the statue in order to improve traffic 
circulation. 
3. The statue of Sir Thomas Jackson and the pair of bronze lions were to be 
brought back to Hong Kong and returned to the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank in 
order that they may be replaced on their original sites. 
4. Government was asked to make enquiries with regard to the undermentioned 
statues and to arrange for the return to Hong Kong of any that may be found. 
(A) Bank War Memorial 
(B) King George V and Queen Mary 
(C) King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra 
(D) Duke of Connaught 
(E) Sir William Kennedy 
(F) Sir Henry May 
5. If the royal statues were not recovered it was recommended that they be 
replaced by new statues of the Royalties concerned. 
6. If all the statues were found and returned to Hong Kong they should be replaced 
on their original sites with the exception of that of Sir William Kennedy. In his case, 
Government was asked to consider the possibility of re-erecting the statue in a more 
conspicuous position. 
7. Any empty pedestals, due to the non-return of statues should be adorned with 
commemorative plaques. 
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8. The Chinese War Memorial Gate at the Botanical Gardens, the stone obelisks in 
the Wong Nei Chung area and any other public monuments, memorial stones or 
dedication stones, whether in Hong Kong, Kowloon or the New Territories, should 
be cleaned up and repaired. 
9. The Japanese War Memorial on R.B.L. 66 (Now Cameron Mansions, No. 34 
Magazine Gap Road）must be demolished. 
10. After further discussion it was decided that there were no other public 
monuments erected by the Japanese whose disposal needed to be considered by this 
Committee. 
 
These recommendations were submitted to the Executive Council on 2 October 
1946 and they were accepted with some reservations. The Executive Council 
suggested that the question of replacing any royal statues which could not be traced 
and finding a more conspicuous position for the statue of Sir William Kennedy 
should be deferred. In addition, the proposal to adorn any empty pedestals with 
commemorative plaques should not be proceeded with. Governor Sir Mark Aitchison 
Young accepted the advice of the Council. From the recommendations of the 
Committee and the advices of the Executive Council, we can see the attitude of 
colonial government towards Statue Square. It only emphasized restoring the statue 
of Queen Victoria instead of the whole square because of high costs and limited 
funds.  The government did not intend to restore Statue Square to its pre-war state 
by replacing the missing statues in the square. In the pre-war period, Statue Square 
served as a significant royal symbol to project British legitimacy. It was the finest 
place to display the royal statues. However, its significance could not be maintained 
in the postwar period. Without the statues, it was no longer a Statue Square. It lost its 
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symbolic meaning to present the royal power.  
 
To identify the reason for the changing attitude of the colonial government 
towards Statue Square, it is necessary to understand the political context in the 
postwar period (1940s-1950s). The failure of the British in the war to defend Hong 
Kong led to a new thinking in the Colonial Office. In the documents entitled ‘Notes 
on the Siege’ written by David MacDougall, the Colonial Secretary of Hong Kong 
between 1945 and 1949, he was impressed by the critique of Britain’s performance 
that he had found circulating among the Nationalists in Chungking. He agreed with 
the Nationalists that the fall of the colony was greatly due to the British failure to 
make any adequate use of Hong Kong Chinese manpower. He also agreed with the 
judgments that the colony might have been saved if the British were willing to trust 
the Chinese.4 In 1942, he wrote in his article, entitled ‘Britain in the Far East: The 
Debit Side of the Balance’, that there was a lack of a “larger purpose” in the pre-war 
period of the colony and “something was missing from both Government and 
governed which prevented the fusion of the community into a living whole.” He 
even stated that “I hope it is true that the statues have been removed from Statue 
Square”.5 Based on MacDougall’s reflection of the war and British colonial rule in 
Hong Kong, historian Philip Snow comments that “the Japanese conquest might not 
necessarily be a total disaster, but a chance for the British to start out again with a 
clean slate.”6  
 
                                                 
     4 CO 129 590/25/227-229 “Notes on the Siege” 
 
     5 CO 129 590/23, note of MacDougall on Phyllis Harrop report to Eden, 27th May 1942 
 
     6 Philip Snow, The Fall of Hong Kong: Britain, China and the Japanese Occupation. (New 
Haven and London: Yale University Press), 199. 
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This became evident in the paradigm shift that swept the colonial government 
after the disastrous failure to defend Hong Kong from the Japanese, as announced by 
the returning Governor Sir Mark Young in his speech restoring civil government.  
“His Majesty’s Government has under consideration the means by 
which in Hong Kong, as elsewhere in the Colonial Empire, the 
inhabitants of the Territory can be given a fuller and more responsible 
share in the management of their own affairs. One possible method of 
achieving this end would be by handing over certain functions of 
internal administration, hitherto exercised by the Government, to a 
Municipal Council constituted on a fully representative basis…..But 
before a decision is taken on the methods ……the fullest account being 
taken of the views and wishes of the inhabitants.”7  
 
This paradigm shift recognizing the local inhabitants of British rule reflected 
what became known as the Young Plan, to strengthen local participation as a way to 
ward off any external threats in future. 
 
From this declaration, we can see that the colonial government applied “a new 
angle of vision” 8 to exercising of power in Hong Kong. The natural consequence 
was thus to nurture a more active sense of citizenship amongst the locals9, in a bid to 
have the majority Chinese and other residents of the colony perceive themselves as 
                                                 
     7 CO 129/595/4, Enclosure 5: Governor Speech, 1st May 1946. 
  
     8 G.B. Endacott, Hong Kong Eclipse (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1978), 279, 
318-19. 
 
     9 Steve Tsang, “Democracy Shelved: Great Britain, China, and attempts at constitutional 
reform in Hong Kong, 1945-1952” (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1988), 37. 
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Hong Kong British subjects, with the full rights and rewards of citizenship. It is from 
these roots that the democratic awakening of the people arose, with the British 
colonial government counting on evolving a new generation of citizens whose 
loyalty to British Hong Kong may ensure more inclusive governance, and thus the 
acceptance and sustainability of British rule. 
 
This significant rethinking of colonial policy spurred by the Young Plan reform 
was undoubtedly an attempt to start out again with a clean slate. For the ignominious 
British defeat at the hands of the Japanese across the Far East in 1941 and 1942 
brought to the forefront the very question of survivability of the British colonial 
administration in the Far East. There was “an uneasy suspicion in Britain that defeat 
had been more than a military failure” 10.  This suspicion was accompanied by 
criticism from the United States. The Foreign Office even joined the Americans in 
asking for a thorough review and reform of Britain’s colonial policy in its far-flung 
colonies.  
 
The geopolitical dynamics had also changed after the Second World War. Hong 
Kong stood at the doorstep of China which intent on the return of Hong Kong. To 
make that possible, China even tried to elicit American support. Thus the natural 
response of the British government in Hong Kong was to liberalize its rule, elevating 
locals in its civil service, and providing for the recreation and welfare of the people, 
that altered the purpose of Statue Square and all the other symbols of British imperial 
rule. Consequently, the colonial government embarked on a post war campaign to 
woo the people, with effective reform to ensure equal and transparent governance, so 
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as to make the Chinese residents take pride in being citizens of British Hong Kong. 
The government hoped that reform could “enable its inhabitants openly to express 
and give practical effect to their general desire to remain under British rule and to 
resist absorption by China” 11.   
The Municipal Council that Governor Sir Mark Young had spoken of in 1946 
thus found popular support amongst those residents who wanted Hong Kong turned 
into a municipality. It was thought that the greatest failure of government in the 
pre-war period was its disregard for local people’s interests, and the paradigm 
change in the government’s policy post war was seen as essential to better treatment 
of Chinese inhabitants, and thus survivability of British rule in Hong Kong. 12 
 
Beyond the internal dynamics, external influences also factored into the British 
government’s thinking, spurring it to liberalize its rule by considering constitutional 
reform for Hong Kong. The nature of Chinese political activities in the colony was 
complex during the post war period, due to the decline of British power offset by the 
rise of China, 13complicated by the power struggle between the Kuomintang and the 
Communists after the end of the war and Japanese occupation.  Given this dynamic, 
the colonial government opted for soft power, nurturing loyalty to British Hong 
Kong while warding off external threats without fanfare.  
 
The Kuomintang already had a large underground network in Hong Kong, and 
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12 Ibid., 27 
 
13 Ibid., 28 
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the Communist East River Column soon set-up its own clandestine network14. It 
took the deployment of British commandos to ensure the Communists left, although 
small political cells still remained15. This left the government in Hong Kong with a 
fine balancing act, and how to ensure its viability as the pivotal transition year of 
1997 approached became paramount. It opted for a policy predicated on stability of 
rule by promoting the welfare and prosperity of the people, built on a foundation of 
law and order, as the best way to safeguard its own rule over Hong Kong. 
 
Under this political context, the colonial government altered its attitude towards 
the local people. This new situation provided the roots to answerng the question as to 
why there was such a difference regarding the treatment of Statue Square by the 
government from 1896 to the post-war period. In 1896, the government and 
merchants were eager to project the imperial power of the British Empire through 
Statue Square. In the 1940s, following the increasing significance of local Chinese 
people and the ignominious defeat of the British by the Japanese in 1941, projecting 
imperial power through space was no longer the overriding mission of the 
government. How to cooperate with this group of locals became a more urgent 
priority for of the government.  
 
From Statue Square to Car Park 
In the post war period, the function of Statue Square underwent tremendous 
changes. However, in spite of the fact that the government decided not to restore 
Statue Square in late 1946, the general public was still kept in the dark. For example, 
                                                 
14 Ibid., 29-30. 
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the editor of the Hong Kong Telegraph had stated in the newspaper dated 12 March 
1947 that the statues of Queen Victoria and King George VI would be erected again 
in Statue Square. 16 It turned out that Statue Square was converted into a car park in 
1950 and was reconstructed as a public garden in 1964. As the government decided 
not to restore the Statue Square back to its pre-war state, a new site was suggested by 
the Public Work Department and the public to resettle the statue of Queen Victoria in 
the 1950s. Changing from a royal square to a car park, this transformation underlined 
d the fade-out of Statue Square as a royal symbol.  
 
After the withdrawal of the Japanese Army in 1945, Statue Square became an 
abandoned site without any royal statues. In June 1950, claiming that in order to 
satisfy the demand for insufficient parking space in Central district, the government 
proposed a scheme to change the site of Statue Square into a new car park17. In 
September 1950, the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank agreed to allow the North West 
portion of the square i.e. the lot next to the Cenotaph, to be used as a temporary car 
park and the government also converted the north east portion of the square  i.e. the 
lot next to Queen’s Building to the same use. There were 162 car park places in 
Statue Square including 98 north of Chater Road and 64 in the portion of Wardley 
Street south of Chater Road. 18 There is a photo showing that the area of Statue 
Square was to become a car park (See Appendix 18). 
 
                                                 
     16 The Hong Kong Telegraph, 12th March 1947. 
 
     17 HKRS337-3-1, Memo from the Public Works Department to the Colonial Secretary, 30th 
June 1950. 
 
     18 HSRS 156-2-1706, Memorandum for Executive Council, Proposed closure of Wardley Street 
arising from proposals for redevelopment of Statue Square, 5 June 1964. 
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In fact, the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank was reluctant to agree to the 
proposal because this decision violated the agreement between the government and 
the Bank reached in 1901 that Statue Square should be maintained as a large open 
space in the centre of Victoria City. Local newspapers recorded that the site was 
officially used as a car park since September 1950. 19 Different vehicle clubs thus 
used the site to provide parking service for their members 20.  A government 
document also showed that the site where the statue of Queen Victoria used to stand 
in the middle became a car park in 195121.  To accommodate the conversion of the 
Statue Square into a car park, “three pedestals will be demolished in connection with 
the proposed new car park.”22  This readily shows the changing function of Statue 
Square. From 1896, Statue Square served as an imposing site to display royal statues 
and perform royal activities, then it became a mourning space when the Cenotaph 
was erected in 1923. But with the post-war changes, the target audience served 
altered from members of royalty to the general public. The fact that the Queen’s 
statue had to make way for cars thus indicated the changing attitude of the 
government towards Statue Square. It had no intention of restoring Statue Square as 
a royal symbol or as a visual link between Hong Kong and the British Empire. 
 
Although the decision of not restoring Statue Square was supported by car 
owners, it drew criticism from other stakeholders. In the South China Morning Post 
dated 29 September 1950, the editor criticized the conversion of Statue Square into a 
                                                 
     19 Ta Kung Po大公報, 20th June 1956. 
 
     20 Industrial and Commercial Daily工商日報, 14th July 1956. 
 
     21 HKRS337-3-1, Memo of Public Works Department, 16th October 1951. 
 
     22 HKRS337-3-1, Memo from the Public Works Department to the Colonial Secretary, 30th 
June 1950. 
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car park. He expressed that “a square that once was our civic pride, scene of 
ceremony and memory-awakening occasions in inspiring surroundings, threatens to 
become an object of civic shame. The Cenotaph must suffer in dignity in spite of the 
very natural effort to offer some protection”23 This showed that for some people, 
Statue Square represented a “civic pride” for Hong Kong people in the pre-war 
period. To turn it into a car park would definitely turn it into a “civic shame”. The 
editor continued to doubt whether it was necessary for the car park to take the place 
of Statue Square and why no alternatives scheme could be worked out. He suggested 
that car parks could be built under Statue Square as well as Murray parade ground 
and in conjunction with the reclamation scheme contemplated on the Praya.24 
Changing the square into a car park was the intention of the government but may not 
have been palatable to some of the British residents in Hong Kong.  
 
Discussion on the New Site for the Statue of Queen Victoria 
According to the recommendations suggested by the Public Monuments 
Committee, the restoration of the statue of Queen Victoria was an important task of 
the government after the rehabilitation. Although the statue was brought back to 
Hong Kong, it suffered from certain levels of damage. It took six months for the 
government to repair the statue25. Also, since the original site where the statue of 
Queen Victoria used to stand had been changed into a car park in 1950, different 
proposed sites were suggested to relocate the bronze statue. The refitted statue 
finally moved to the Victoria Park in 1955. 
                                                 
     23 The Hong Kong Telegraph, 29th September 1950. 
 
     24 Ibid. 
 
     25 Ta Kung Po 大公報, 17th August 1955. 
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As aforementioned, after the end of the Second World War, the bronze statue of 
Queen Victoria was found on the scrap heap of an Imperial Army arsenal at Osaka. It 
was shipped back to Hong Kong and rested in a yard in Wanchai which was used by 
the Water Works for several years. According to Mr. Raoul Bigazzi, in the tender for 
the renovation of the statue, it was found to be in very bad condition. It would have 
to be thoroughly cleaned and permanent chemical patina had to be applied in order to 
restore it to its original appearance. Besides the apparent wear, some items of the 
statue were missing, including the crown on the Queen’s head, the right arm holding 
the scepter and the scepter itself, the small cross above the symbolic globe which she 
held in her left hand, the three symbolic ornaments on the top of the back of the chair 
on which the Queen was sitting, the ear-rings, a receding panel at the foot of the back 
of the chair as well as one side panel of the chair (see Appendix 19). Of the above 
items, only the missing side panel and the studs could be renovated by taking the 
existing molds. Some necessary documentation such as drawings and photographs 
were needed to restore the original appearance of the statue. 26 The renovation 
would not only take time but also cost a large amount of funds. According to the 
estimation of Bigazzi, the total amount of the renovation was HK$7,350.27 From the 
minutes of the Finance Committee meeting, we can see that over HK$14550 was 
approved for reinstalling the statue and the construction of a new grand base for the 
statue.28  
Actually, there were different ideas in society on the renovation of the statue of 
Queen Victoria. Some people supported the idea to restore it (though not necessarily 
                                                 
     26 HKRS337-3-1, letter from Raoul Bigazzi to the Public Works Department, 30th July 1951.  
 
     27 Ibid.  
 
     28 HKRS337-3-1, Minutes of the Finance Committee Meeting of 7th November 1951, 8th 
November 1951. 
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to its original site in Statue Square), but there were also comments that it was not 
worth the money to do so. Favorable views can be seen in the internal discussion 
among government officials.  One official commented that “The statue is really a 
very fine one and will of course be remembered by everyone who knew Hong Kong 
before the war.….and I submit that it would be well worth restoring and sitting it 
up.”29 On the other hand, some officials had criticized that so much money would be 
spent on this statue. Since it cost over $14,000 to reinstall the statue, the Financial 
Secretary said that “it was a great mistake over to have recovered it in Japan”30  
No matter the controversy over the renovation of the statue of Queen Victoria, 
the statue was finally decided to be erected on a new site instead of the original site 
in Statue Square, which had become a busy traffic conjunction since 1949 and was 
used as a car park since 1950. With this consideration, three new sites were 
suggested and discussed to restore the statue. The first idea, proposed in 1951, was to 
resettle the Queen Victoria’s statue in the Botanical Gardens. In the letter written by 
the Director of the Public Works to the Colonial Secretary dated 14 September 1951, 
it was suggested that the Queen Victoria statue should be placed on the pedestal 
previously occupied by Sir Arthur Kennedy (his statue could not be found after the 
war).31 But this suggestion was impossible as the top of the existing pedestal was 
roughly 3’6” square while the base of the Queen Victoria’s statue was 6’2” x 3’9”. 
Therefore, consideration had to be given to the removal of the existing pedestal and 
placing the statue of Queen Victoria on a new base on this site. But “the large scale 
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of the statue made such a site impossible from an aesthetic standpoint”32. With 
regard to finding an alternative position for the statue, the department suggested that 
there was an area in the Botanical Gardens on the Western side of Albany Road, 
which was the only possible site in the gardens to place the statue. A picture shows 
the proposed site for the statue (See Appendix 20). On the drawing, we can see that 
“the existing structure on the axial line through the center of the pathway and the 
proposed site for the statue gives a background more or less in scale with the 
statue”33. However, this suggestion was not supported by other government officials. 
Mr. Dean, superintendent of Gardens in the Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Forestry, put forward trenchant views against the decision to place the statue in the 
Botanical Gardens. He firstly stated that “the statue will be only a short distance 
from and directly in front of the enclosure in the Gardens where the Sunday band 
concert are given; there is no other suitable position for the bands.”34 He further 
stated that “the statue will be elevated by not much more than two feet from ground 
level and will not be surrounded by any protective grille, which will mean that unless 
it is kept constantly under supervision during the hours the gardens are open, it will 
become a convenient centre for Himalayan expeditions by children, and will all too 
easily be damaged.”35  
Due to the limitation of the site in the Botanical Gardens, a different proposal 
was put up by an official in January 1952, who stated that Mr. Wright, the Public 
Work Department architect, had pointed out an ideal site for the statue in the new 
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Causeway Bay reclamation. “This is a point situated more or less in the centre of the 
reclamation where four paths come together as cross-roads and where there is an 
obvious need for some decorative motif.”36 Actually, Mr. Wright had previously 
intended to plant a Chinese banyan at this site. But he agreed that in view of the 
difficulties with the statue of Queen Victoria, this site should be reserved for it. Also, 
there was enough space on all sides of the new site to allow for paths and it was easy 
to construct a substantial base for the statue which could raise the statue to a height 
where the Queen’s foot was above the normal man’s height.37 The reclamation work 
had transformed Causeway Bay into a recreation park combined with playing fields 
(later renamed as Victoria Park in 1955). This proposal was finally approved by Mr. 
Theodore L. Bowring (Director of Public Works), Mr. Wright and Mr. Dean 
(superintendent of Gardens in the Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry) 
and the Fine Art Committee as well as the Finance Committee.  
 
Another suggestion was proposed by the public to restore the statue in front of 
Alexandra House38. A reader with the pseudonym “MAC 1911” wrote to South 
China Morning Post in July 1952 suggesting to make the best use of the Alexandra 
House site by placing the statue of Queen Victoria on it. The reader stated that the 
statue should occupy the center of the city that bears her names, and was opposed to 
the site in Causeway Bay. “I am sure, be more suitable and more respectful to her 
memory than that she should be buried in obscurity until she is banished to the mud 
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hole at Causeway Bay, in about ten years time.”39 Two readers also wrote to the 
South China Morning Post to support the suggestion of “MAC 1911”. The one with 
the pseudonym “F 1913” added an idea that “a neat little flower garden could be 
planted around the statue, surrounding by a decorative unclimbable fence 
permanently maintained in a condition appropriate to the dignity of the memorial.”40  
Another one with the pseudonym “E. R. CHILDE” expressed that “the statue itself is 
one we may be proud of……with a more suitable pedestal than its previous 
overpowering canopy, it can be an ornament as well as a needed memorial of our 
history.”41 There was a map showing the plan of the new site (See Appendix 21). In 
spite of the positive views, this suggestion raised serious criticism. The Fine Art 
Committee represented by Gordon Brown, Richard E. Lee and G.D. Smart criticized 
that the statue should have a larger pedestal to support it and the small area and 
shape of the ground available in front of Alexandra House did not fit as a setting to 
this particular statue.42 The Committee was appointed to make recommendations to 
the government to restore the statue of Queen Victoria. The Chief Architect also 
judged that the new site was unsuitable. He considered that the statue would have to 
be surrounded by high railings to prevent the stealing of the scepter and other details 
which would easily break off since bronze did have a considerable resale value. 
Furthermore, he was concerned that the statue would be flanked by tall buildings so 
that the statue could only be seen from the front.43 
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Comparing these three new site suggestions, the one which proposed to relocate 
the statue in Causeway Bay was considered the most suitable and gained most 
support from the advocates. However, it was not “the finest place” when compared 
with Statue Square. As stated in the previous chapter, Sir Paul Chater had said that 
Statue Square was the finest place for the statue of Queen Victoria. Also, other royal 
statues were decided not to be restored or replaced at a new site. We can thus see that 
the layout and meaning of Statue Square were redefined by new circumstances. The 
significance of State Square and also the statue of Queen Victoria as symbols of 
royal power was weakening.  
From Car Park to Public Garden 
The significance of Statue Square as a royal symbol thus diminished after the 
Second World War. After the removal of the royal statues, a car park replaced the 
royal square in the 1950s. In the 1960s, the government decided to relocate the car 
park and to rebuild the square as a public garden. This functional transformation 
indicated a further change to the meaning of the square, that it was converted from a 
ritual space to a parking space, and then to a recreation space. It no longer existed to 
fulfill the political purpose of demonstrating British imperial power. It became an 
open space for the enjoyment of the general public. 
 
A memorandum of the Executive Council in 1964 showed the transformation 
processes of Statue Square from a car park to a city garden. Following the Praya 
Reclamation Scheme of 1889, the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank acquired the two 
lots (Lot A and Lot B in Appendix 22) which formed the western half of Statue 
Square. The Bank paid the cost of reclaiming the land from the sea and later paid the 
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purchase price for the Crown lease of the land. In December 1901, the Colonial 
Secretary Mr. Stewart Lockhart wrote to the Chief Manager of the Bank proposing 
that “with the view of preserving in perpetuity a large open space in the close 
proximity of Queen Victoria’s statue His Excellency is in favour of the Government 
refraining from building on the portions on the east of the statue and of having them 
properly laid out provided the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank will agree to enter 
into a similar engagement with regard to the portions on the west of the statue which 
belong to the bank”44 The Bank finally agreed to this proposal. Due to insufficient 
parking space in Central District, the government proposed to convert Lot A and the 
northeastern portion of Statue Square (Lot C in Appendix 22) into a temporary car 
park in 1950. The Bank agreed to the proposal with great reluctance because this 
proposal violated the mutual agreement in 1901 that promised to preserve the square 
as a large open space.  
 
In 1957, the government planned to construct a subway under Connaught Road. 
To allow for the construction, the government requested the Bank to surrender Lot A 
in exchange for an equal area of land in the south east quarter of the square (Lot D in 
Appendix 22). One of the terms of this exchange was re-affirmation of both parties 
of the 1901 agreement. Therefore, the Bank subsequently requested the government 
to honour the agreement by restoring the Lot C from a car park to a garden.45 The 
Bank pointed out that “the car park established in 1950 had been intended as a 
temporary measure and that the two multi-storey car parks constructed on the 
reclaimed land in front the square had provided more parking spaces than those 
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provided in the square”. However, after a period of discussion, the Bank agreed in 
October 1960 that the car park might remain on a temporary basis on the 
understanding that the government had to restore the area to a garden as soon as the 
multi-storey car park in Murray Parade Ground was completed. 46 
 
In 1964, the Bank stated that it wished to redevelop its own portion i.e. Lot B 
and D (the southern portion of the square) for its centenary celebrations in March 
1965. It asked that the northern half should be developed as a garden at the same 
time. Arising from this request, an official assessment had been made of the parking 
situation in Central district. The conclusion was reached that there was an overall 
surplus of parking in the central area. The Murray Barracks open air car park was 
only partially filled.47  
 
According to these circumstances and the agreement of 1901, the government 
agreed to convert the car park to a garden in 1964. However, it was concluded that 
the site of the car park was not adequate for building a garden. Therefore, the 
government negotiated with the Bank and they reached a tentative agreement as 
follows: 
 
(1) The Bank should agree to sublease to the government its own lots in the 
southern portion of Statue Square for the purpose of restoring the square as a 
garden and meet the full capital cost of the development of this portion to a 
mutually agreed layout; 
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(2) The approval in principle of the Finance Committee of the Legislative Council 
should be given for the government’s own capital and recurrent expenditure on 
this project; 
(3) The Governor in Council should be asked to approve the permanent closure of 
Wardley Street north and south of Chater Road under the Street (Alteration) 
Ordinance, Chapter 130; 
(4) The Governor under section 106(1) of the Public Health and Urban Service 
Ordinance, 1960, should agree to set aside Statue Square for use as public 
pleasure ground; 
(5) The Bank and the Urban Council should agree upon a layout plan to be prepared 
by a private architect commissioned by the Bank, but at the joint expense of 
Government and the Bank, and which should be capable of construction in two 
stages, with the southern portion being completed before the northern portion of 
Statue Square, and this plan should be acceptable to the government; 
(6) Subject hereafter to the provision of funds by the Finance Committee of the 
Legislative Council for the government’s share of the work, the Bank should 
then proceed to have the work carried out, Stage II following on the completion 
of Stage I. 48 
 
Governor Sir David Clive Crosbie Trench finally agreed to set aside Statue 
Square as “a public pleasure ground”. Also, the Finance Committee accepted in 
principle of the financial commitments on 3 June 1964.49 On 9 July 1964, the 
government and the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank made a joint statement that they 
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had reached an agreement to rebuild Statue Square as a new public garden which 
would be open for the use of the public.  They agreed to share the burden of the 
construction cost of the garden.50   The new garden included the area between 
Prince’s Building and the Courts of Justice and between the Mandarin Hotel and the 
Hong Kong Club. In the government’s press release on 9 June 1964, it stated that 
“the new garden mean a return to the original purpose of the agreement made 
between the Government and the Bank in 1901 that Statue Square should be 
maintained as a large open space in the centre of Victoria”51 The statement was 
written as such because since the 1940s the square had been used for other purposes. 
Temporary buildings were erected adjoining the Supreme Court before the Second 
World War. Various portions of the square had been used as temporary car parks 
since 1950. “Now that the Garden Road multi-storey car park has been constructed 
and Murray Barracks have been laid out as an open air car park which is still not 
fully used, the Government has decided, in response to a request from the Bank that 
the time has come once more to turn this area into a public garden.”52  
 
With the concept of building an urban garden, the Urban Council was invited by 
the Bank to design the new garden. The architect Mr. Alan Fitch of Szeto Wai 
Associates and the garden staffs of the Urban Services Department were the 
designers of the garden.53 As an urban garden, the design of the garden was free of 
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any restriction. No perimeter railings were built around the garden which was 
opened to the public at all times. The construction work started in September 1965. 
There were three main elements incorporated into the design of the garden: paved 
walks with shelters, grassed areas with trees and a generous use of water to give the 
whole area special interest and a feeling of serenity.54 The design of the garden can 
be seen in some photos (See Appendix 23). 
 
To fulfill the element of a generous use of water, there were three major 
fountains in the garden. The one on the northern side of the Chater Road was a 
fountain of a type new to Hong Kong which would be lit up at night by 
multi-coloured lights. On the southern portion of the garden, there were two fountain 
walls against which powerful jets would shoot streams of water. The larger fountain 
walls had an undulating surface to give a waterfall effect. And a bronze and ceramic 
mural was incorporated into the smaller fountain wall and highlighted by strong 
underwater lighting. In addition to the fountains, there were also four other pools 
which had bubble jets with colour changing lights. A pedestrian bridge was built to 
span one of the pools in the southern part of the garden. The shelters in the garden 
had upswept curved roofs and their under-side was faced with bronze glass mosaic 
tile and lit by spotlights at night.55 
 
To make the garden as a grassed area with trees, lots of vegetation was planted 
in the garden. About 35 large trees with 15 feet high were brought from the Victoria 
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Park for planting in the main walk of the garden. Many semi-mature trees were 
transplanted from different areas of the New Territories. About 250 small trees were 
planted in close group to provide a self-protective screen against strong winds from 
the seaward side, particularly during typhoons. Willows and bamboos had been 
planted near some of the pools. All the trees and plants were labeled in order to let 
the public know the common Chinese and English as well as the scientific names. 
All of the gardening work was carried out by the Urban Services Department.56 
 
The statue of Sir Thomas Jackson, which was the only statue restored in the 
square after the Second World War, was moved from the existing high pedestal and 
reset on a lower base within the garden, about 60 feet away from its original 
position.  
 
From the design of the new garden, we can see that the government wanted to 
establish a modern city garden in the business center which represented the image of 
Hong Kong. Apart from the traditional British style, Statue Square was changed from 
a typical royal statue garden into a modern urban garden. The new garden 
incorporated the oriental and occidental styles which were represented by the curved 
roof and fountains with colourful lighting respectively. This Chinese-Western design 
reflected the cosmopolitan character of Hong Kong. Also, we can see from the 
design that the garden was aimed to serve the public above all. Without any railings, 
the public was free to pass in and out the garden. In addition, the fountains and trees 
with labels furthered the purpose of entertaining and educating the public. This was 
totally different from the previous Statue Square which had been used by the British 
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to display colonial legitimacy.  
 
Statue Square Garden was completed and opened to the public on 26 May 1966 
with a grand opening ceremony presented by the Governor Sir David Clive Crosbie 
Trench. In the speech the Governor delivered at the opening ceremony, he 
emphasized that the new garden was “fully accessible to the public and designed for 
their use and enjoyment”. He stressed that this “modern” garden was different from 
the tradition gardens. “Certainly these gardens in their modern form are something of 
a departure from traditional lawns and railings and ‘Keep off the grass’ signs…… the 
whole lay-out is designed for the use and enjoyment of the maximum number of 
people without too much danger of the whole coming to any harm; and this, to my 
mind, is a much more sensible concept than the traditional one of lawns and 
railings.”57 He continued that the new garden “might possibly lie one new solution 
to the problem of providing additional play-space in areas which are already heavily 
built-up”.58 This clearly demonstrated that the garden was converted from a ritual 
space to a “play space” to primarily serve the interest of the general public. 
 
Instead of restoring the square to its pre-war state, the government preferred to 
rebuild the square as an urban garden open to the public. Compared to the purpose of 
the government in the 1890s, Statue Square was no longer a place to project the 
British Empire’s political legitimacy in the 1960s. The government tried to fashion 
the colony into a modern and beautiful city by rebuilding the square as an urban 
garden. This functional change indicated that the new serving targets of the square 
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were the common people instead of the British or the upper class elite. A new 
meaning was ascribed by the government to the square. Changing from a royal space 
for the display of colonial power into a recreational space, Statue Square found itself 
re-manifested with a more plebeian purpose in the post war period.  
 
As aforesaid, the Young Plan, though abortive, reflected the transformation of 
the political sentiment in the post war period and alerted the government to the need 
to change its attitude towards the Chinese. In the 1960s, the government started to 
pay more attention to the welfare of the local Chinese community. Statue Square was 
one of manifestations of this new-found purpose. As Governor Trench said “The 
scope of this drive to provide adequate recreation for our expanding urban 
population is moreover extending beyond the provision of gardens, parks, and 
playing areas.”59 The government aimed to provide more accessible playing areas in 
the society to satisfy the increased demand for recreation facilities. Statue Square 
Garden was thus became part of that purpose. 
 
In addition to Statue Square Garden, the Governor asked that a study should be 
made of the possibility of providing flatted playing areas where a number of forms of 
recreational activity could be accommodated. He further elaborated on the subject of 
recreational facilities in his speech given at the opening ceremony of Statue Square 
Garden. He said that there were almost 1,100 acres of land devoted to parks, gardens, 
sports grounds, and other recreational areas throughout the colony in 1965. And 
during the year ahead the Urban Council and Urban and Urban Services Department 
in the New Territories planned to increase this by 230 acres, which would provide 
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more than 100 additional recreational areas. He also pointed out that the government 
departments had examined the most expedient way of implementing the 
recommendations of the Report on the Conservation of the Hong Kong Countryside. 
The recreation areas described in the report was “a crying need here, and have been 
for quite for a long time”60. “And if there are difficulties,” he said “we must do our 
best to overcome them in order to ensure that as many stretches of open countryside 
as possible, with their natural riches, will be preserved for the enjoyment of all.”61 
These words showed the determination of the government to implement the policies 
outlined in the Report in order to provide more open recreational area to the public.  
 
Mr. A. de O. Sales, the Chairman of the Parks, Recreation and Amenities Select 
Committee, also spoke on behalf of the Urban Council and Urban Services 
Department at the opening ceremony of Statue Square on 26 May 1966. He 
emphasized that there was “a firm intention of the Urban Council to press on with its 
ambitious plans to develop ever more and better parks, playgrounds for rest and 
recreation and to provide the people of Hong Kong with adequate facilities for the 
practice of sport”62. The attitude of the government toward the creation of more 
recreation space thus clearly showed in the speeches of the Governor and Mr. A. de 
O. Sales, underpinning the new the policy which the Urban Services Department 
implemented. This provides the background for us to understand the government’s 
decision to convert Statue Square into a public garden.  
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The attitude of the government toward recreation space affected its 
administrative policy in the late 1960s and the 1970s. Though the Young Plan was 
shelved, the Hong Kong government started to readjust its policy towards the local 
Chinese. It continued to implement a series of reforms of the colonial administration 
in the late 1960s after its inadequacies were revealed by the major anti-colonial 
movement in 1967. It was also because of the presence of a communist regime in 
mainland China which aimed to seek the retrocession of Hong Kong. All of these 
circumstances threatened the stability of its governance. The government found that, 
in Steve Tsang’s words, “reform was the most sensible, responsible and cost effective 
way to protect the British interest”63 in Hong Kong. In the first century of British 
rule, the government was devoted to bring Hong Kong a non-intrusive, efficient and 
fair government. However, this change alone cannot win the loyalty and affection of 
the Chinese. Therefore, a reform was started by Governor Trench in the mid-1960s 
to improve the communication between the public and the government.  
 
In addition, a City District Officer Scheme was carried out in newly developed 
and heavily populated areas in Hong Kong in the 1960s in order to enhance the 
connection and communication between the government and the public. The City 
District Officers in their own districts had to complete a “District Anatomy Report”. 
The report provided a chance for them to acquaint with the geography and content of 
their districts. In the process, they “soon found that the great majority of ordinary 
people lived in crowded living conditions in the city tenements and adjoining 
squatter areas, and that there were few open spaces or sitting out areas within easy 
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reach of most people’s home” and they concluded that “something needed to be done 
to ameliorate their situation, and quickly”64 Games pitches, children’s playground 
and sitting-out areas were the usual type of amenity provided by the government. 
Holding community activities was also another major work of the City District 
Officer. One of their major tasks was to coordinate the detailed arrangements for the 
residents of all ages, but especially for the young. The Festival of Hong Kong 
organized in 1969, 1971 and 1973 were another prominent community event in the 
early years of the City District Officer Scheme. With the implementation of the City 
District Officer Scheme, the government realized that there was an urgent need for 
more open recreational space in the colony. This drove the government to establish 
more open public space for the community. These changes were in line with the 
speech made by the Governor in the opening ceremony of Statue Square Garden to 
provide additional recreational areas. Statue Square was one of the notable examples 
in the 1960s that shows the Hong Kong government’s desire to provide more open 
space for the public in the city.  
 
Changing from a car park to an urban garden, Statue Square became a public 
space open to the public. In addition to being a playing space, Statue Square Garden 
also served as a resting area for the office workers in the Central business center and 
a new scenic spots for the travelers and tourists. The new garden was described by a 
local newspaper as a well-known scenic spot for resting and travelling on summer 
night. Different from the Botanical Gardens, Statue Square was the only garden in 
Hong Kong which was opened to the public at night in the Central district. The 
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plants and colourful lighting fountains attracted a large number of citizens and 
tourists to visit the square every night.65 According to the report of Hong Kong 
Standard in 1966, an estimated 12,000 to 15,000 people daily visited the park during 
the first six days since it opened. Mr. S.H. Lim, assistant secretary of the Urban 
Services Department, said “the park is crowded from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Many office 
workers come to relax. We find people still lingering around after midnight.”66 
 
 
Compared to the situation in the 1890s, Statue Square had been a royal square 
crowded with people who participated in different rituals or ceremonies. In the 1960s, 
it became a public park which was full of visitors who came to enjoy the amenities. 
Transformed from a dignified ritual space to an entertaining public space, the 
meaning of the square altered significantly. It serves as a park for the family and a 
scenic spot for the tourists. It was described by a local newspaper as “the best place 
for photos”. Parents can take photos with their children inside the garden. In fact, 
two Australian tourists John and Patrica Casson wrote to the South China Morning 
Post, saying that they were “so impressed and so delighted with the imaginative 
conception of the square with all the fountains, trees, plants, grass and shelters” and 
that they “had to write and congratulate Hongkong”.67 All of the comments showed 
that members of the public reacted favorably to the government’s conversion of the 
Statue Square into a piazza. They also hoped that more “city lungs” would be set up 
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for their benefit.68  
 
 But in fact, the decision converting Statue Square into public garden had 
evoked a mixed reaction. Some criticism was expressed against this decision. The 
Governor recalled in the opening ceremony that “while the gardens were built, I 
heard a few doubts being expressed as to the wisdom of what was being done”69. 
Although these doubts did not hinder the construction of the garden, objection was 
raised by the public after the garden was completed. Many motorists were 
discontented about the loss of parking space. They argued that why the provision of a 
garden space or a public square must entail a corresponding reduction of parking 
facilities. They queried that “why cannot these facilities be expanded, so as to bring 
them into line with public needs, at the same time as public needs in the sector of 
park or recreation space are being met?”70 A reader with the pseudonym “FINED” 
wrote to South China Morning Post and blamed that “there is still adequate space at 
the Queen’s Pier and around the City Hall for the stroller to enjoy the sunshine and 
to be seated. The shortage of open space which Government appears to assume does 
not, however, outweigh the need to remedy the critically short parking facilities, 
which are verging already upon the chaotic.”71 He also judged that “public funds 
will be disbursed in preparing these gardens, whilst subsequently no revenue will 
accrue.”72 It shows that some people were more concerned with the provision of 
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parking space than with recreational space. They preferred a car park instead of a 
public garden. Also, they thought that it was more economical to convert the square 
into a car park because it could generate revenue. 
 
More criticism came about the design of Statue Square Garden during its 
construction, with people asking through the newspapers for more grass, plastic 
flowers, English gardens decorations and less concrete.73 People thought that they 
could themselves design a better piazza than that which was constructed.74 A reader 
with the pseudonym “HERU” wrote to the South China Morning Post suggesting a 
mass display of plastic flower in Statue Square. He said that “this would be a 
splendid advertisement for this industry which Hongkong has developed so 
brilliantly.”75 Also, Helen Lowenthal, a London museum lecturer and an authority 
on gardens, bemoaned that the new Statue Square was “an absolute farce”. She asked 
that “why they take a plot of land and crowded it with concrete and buildings.”76 
The designer of the garden, Alan Fitch, responded that he did not tryto design an 
English rose garden. The design was adopted for a practical reason as well as its 
being symbolic of the East.77 
 
There were also calls to restore the statue of Queen Victoria to Statue Square 
garden. In the South China Morning Post dated 10 August 1966, the editor pointed 
                                                 
     73 South China Morning Post, 27th May 1966. 
 
     74 South China Morning Post, 25th May 1966. 
 
     75 South China Morning Post, 18th May 1966. 
 
     76 South China Morning Post, 30th April 1966. 
 
     77 South China Morning Post, 27th May 1966. 
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out that the Town Planning Board had suggested three years before in its 
recommendations on redevelopment of the central areas of the city of Victoria that 
“once the proposed garden in Statue Square had been established the statue of Queen 
Victoria might be bought back from banishment in the eastern part of the island to 
her rightful place in the heart of her city.” He commented that “people nowadays 
differ greatly from their grandparents in their appreciation of statues, but it seems 
that there is little objection  to putting Queen Victoria back where it held sway over 
40 years until rudely carried away by the Japanese.”78 But obviously, this view was 
not shared by the Hong Kong government.  
 
Statue Square Garden also became one of the venues of the Festival of Hong 
Kong organized in 1969, 1971 and 1973, which was a prominent community event 
in Hong Kong after the 1967 riots. It was the first festival of its kind to be organized 
in Hong Kong through the combined effort of the government, business sector and 
voluntary agencies. A two-day outdoor revelry was held in the square in December 
of 1969. A circular stage was built above the pool in the square. Famous movie and 
TV artists were invited to perform different programmes in the Festivals. In addition, 
lion dance, Chinese Kung Fu, band show, folk dance and traditional Chinese opera 
were also pewrformed at the event.79 Another mammoth Festival took place in the 
square from November 27 to December 5 in 1971. It was a 10-day whirl of festival 
entertainment. Hong Kong Government Information Service described the Festival 
as entertainment “on a scale thought to be unequalled in any other part of world in 
                                                 
     78 South China Morning Post, 10th August 1964. 
 
     79 Industrial and Commercial Daily Press工商日報, 23rd November 1969. 
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terms of scope, participation and audience”80 An open-air fiesta of dancing, singing 
and variety shows were arranged in Statue Square. The Festival attracted over tens of 
thousands of people to participate. Apart from the Festival of Hong Kong, Statue 
Square became a place for different performances such as music concerts81. As a 
consequence, Statue Square gradually became a recreation space for different public 
functions.  
 
Continuity of Statue Square as a Ritual Space 
Space is not a monolithic entity. Different meanings and activities can co-exist 
in a space at the same time. Although Statue Square was turned to a recreation space, 
its function as a ritual space continues in the square. Commemorative rituals of the 
Remembrance Day Service were still carried out in front of the Cenotaph in the 
postwar period. After the Second World War, the years “1939-1945” were 
subsequently added to the Cenotaph to honour victims of the Second World War. In 
the 1980s, eight Chinese characters “英魂不朽浩氣長存”, meaning “May their 
martyred souls be immortal, and their noble spirits endure”, were carved on one side 
of the Cenotaph corresponding to the inscription. There used to be three 
Remembrance Day ceremonies held on the Sunday nearest to 11 November each 
year (Remembrance Sunday) in the Hong Kong Zoological and Botanical Gardens, 
Statue Square and St. John’s Cathedral. Since 1981, the three ceremonies have been 
combined into one, which is held annually at the Cenotaph on the second Sunday of 
November.82 
                                                 
     80 HKRS365-1-393-2 “Mammoth Festival is Hong Kong’s Biggest Community Project – [A 
Folk Dance at Statue Square]”. 
 
     81 Industrial and Commercial Daily Press香港工商日報, 26th November 1968. 
 
     82 Antiquities Advisory Board Paper AAB/46/2011-12, “Declaration of the Cenotaph as a 
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Along with the disappearance of Statue Square, there were other locations for 
the royal rituals to take place in the postwar period. For example, the Queen’s Pier 
and the area in front of the City Hall became the place to welcome the royal 
members and new Governors when they visited Hong Kong. In the past, parades 
held in the Statue Square were an important ritual. This ritual still continued in the 
postwar period. For example, a parade was held in the Government Stadium when 
Princess Alexandra visited Hong Kong in November 1961.83  
 
Statue Square experienced major changes in the postwar period, when 
maintaining it as a royal square was no longer the main concern of the Hong Kong 
government. Instead of restoring the square to its pre-war status, the government 
decided to make it a public space to serve the public. This spatial change not only 
indicated the changing meaning of the square, but also reflected the political context 
and the changing relationship between the populace and the government.  
                                                                                                                                          
monument”, 17th December 2012. 
 
     83 Ta Kung Po 大公報, 11th November 1961. 
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APPENDIX 1 
 
MAP OF HONG KONG CENTRAL DISTRICT 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
LIST OF STATUES IN STATUE SQUARE 
 
Commemorates Donated by Unveiled Date Unveiled by 
Queen Victoria Public 28.5.1896 The Governor 
Sir William Robinson 
Duke of Connaught Sir Paul Chater 5.7.1902 Major General 
Sir Williams Gascoigne 
Thomas Jackson Hong Kong and 
Shanghai Bank 
24.2.1906 The Governor 
Sir Matthew Nathan 
King Edward VII Sir Paul Chater 2.6.1907 Duke of Connaught 
King George V Mr. Bell-Irving 2.6.1907 Duke of Connaught 
Queen Alexandra Public 25.11.1909 The Governor 
Sir Lord Lugard 
Queen May Sir H.N. Mody 25.11.1909 The Governor 
Sir Lord Lugard 
Sir Henry May Public 3.5.1923 The Governor 
Sir R. E. STUBBS 
Fame Hong Kong and 
Shanghai Bank 
1923.5.24 The Governor 
Sir R. E. STUBBS 
 
(Source: PRO-REF-080 Statue Square and the Cenotaph) 
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APPENDIX 6 
 
LAYOUT OF THE COLONIAL LANDSCAPE 
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APPENDIX 7 
 
PHOTOS OF HONG KONG AND SHANGHAI BANK’S HEADQUARTERS 
BUILDING IN 1886 
 
 
View from the southwest, showing dome and colonnaded banking hall. 
 
Northern façade facing the harbor. 
(Source: Shirley Wong, “Colonialism, power, and the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank” 
in I. Borden, J. Kerr, J. Rendell & A. Pivaro (Eds.), The Unknown City: Contesting 
Architecture and Social Space. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2001.) 
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APPENDIX 8 
 
CEREMONIES AT THE QUEEN’S PIER  
 
 
A ceremony was held to welcome the landing of Governor Cecil Clementi in 1925. 
 
Parade was organized at the pier in 1928 to celebrate the birthday of King George V. 
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APPENDIX 9 
 
RITUAL PERFORMED AT THE QUEEN’S PIER 
 
 
(Source: Walter Chu, Hong Kong Memories (I) (Hong Kong: Society of Hong Kong 
Nature Explorers, 2007), 145.) 
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APPENDIX 10 
 
THR UNVEILING CEREMONY OF STATUE SQUARE 
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APPENDIX 11 
 
THE UNVEILING CEREMONY OF THE CENOTAPH 
 
 
 
(Source: CO 129/480 Unveiling of Cenotaph on Empire Day) 
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APPENDIX 12 
 
CHINESE WAR MEMORIAL  
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APPENDIX 13 
 
THE DESIGN AND LOCATION OF FAME 
 
(Source: Chater Liz, “Statues of Statue Square, Hong Kong” An extract from 
biographical research of Sir Catchick Paul Chater (July 2009)  
 
 
(Source: Nigel Cameron, An Illustrated history of Hong Kong (Hong Kong; New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1991), 24.) 
Fame 
Queen 
Alexandra 
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APPENDIX 14 
 
 REMOVAL OF QUEEN ALEXANDRA’S STATUE BY THE JAPANESE 
 
 
 
(Sources: The Hong Kong News, 18th January 1942.) 
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APPENDIX 15 
 
PROCLAMATION ISSUED BY THE JAPANESE 
 
 
 
The citizens were reading the proclamation. 
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APPENDIX 16 
 
COVER PICTURE OF DA TONG HUA BAO 大同畫報 
 
 
 
 
(Source: Da tong hua bao 大同畫報 (Hong Kong: Da tong tu shu yin wu ju 大同圖
書印務局), Chuang kan hao創刊號, August 1942.) 
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APPENDIX 17 
 
THE SITUATION OF THE STATUES AFTER THE WAR IN 1950 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pedestal Only Pedestal Only 
Pedestal Only 
Pedestal Only Pedestal Only 
Demolished 
 
Completed 
Already clear 
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APPENDIX 18 
 
STATUE SQUARE BECAME A CAR PARK 
 
 
 
 
 
(Source: HKRS70-3-364, Parks and Playgrounds, Statue Square Garden) 
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APPENDIX 19 
 
THE DAMAGE OF THE STATUE OF QUEEN VICTORIA  
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APPENDIX 20 
 
THE PROPOSED SITE FOR THE STATUE IN THE BOTANICAL GARDEN 
 
 
(Source: HKRS337-3-1, Public Monuments – 1. Appointment of a committee to 
consider the restoration of ….. removed or destroyed by the Japanese. 2. Disposal 
of ….. erected by the Japanese. 3. Renovation of the statue of Queen Victoria. 
16.06.1946 - 26.08.1964 ) 
THE PROPOSED SITE 
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APPENDIX 21 
 
THE PROPOSED SITE FOR THE STATUE IN FRONT OF THE 
ALEXANDRA HOUSE 
 
 
 
(Source: HKRS337-3-1, Public Monuments – 1. Appointment of a committee to 
consider the restoration of ….. removed or destroyed by the Japanese. 2. Disposal 
of ….. erected by the Japanese. 3. Renovation of the statue of Queen Victoria. 
16.06.1946 - 26.08.1964 ) 
 
 
 
 
THE PROPOSED SITE 
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APPENDIX 22 
 
RIGHTS OF LOTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LOT A 
LOT B 
LOT C 
LOT D 
1895 (HSBC) 
1957 (subway) 
Belonged to Gov’t 
1950s (Car Park) 
1895 (HSBC) Before 1957 (Gov’t) 
After 1957 (HSBC, 
exchanged for LOT D) 
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APPENDIX 23 
 
DESIGN OF STATUE SQUARE GARDEN 
 
 
   (Source: The Far East Architect & Builder, October 1965) 
 
 
 
 
 






